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ABSTRACT
New technologies enable us to build systems with greater complexity. To reduce risks imposed
by the increasing complexity, organizations have to rely on seamless integrations and/or
collaborations to build up their enterprises or improve their existing operations. Therefore, more
and more companies that traditionally thought of themselves as system developers are beginning
to realize that in fact they are "only" subsystem developers. They develop subsystems, which
can be either products or services, to integrate into customer's enterprise systems.

To ensure adding value to customers, a "system developer" needs to understand the systems and
gain a thorough understanding of system requirements for the subsystems to be designed. The
main issue these "system developers" face is not being able to access information about
customers' enterprise system architectures. Without such information, it is very difficult to
accurately identify value proposition to customers. Since there is no scientific approach to gain
such information to date, a system architect has to rely on his or her experience or intuition to
make important design decisions.

The thesis proposes a framework, consisting of system context analysis, system modeling and
analysis, and system design and decomposition, which allows a system architect to design a class
of complex systems, known as systems of systems. The term systems of systems describes the

systems in which each subsystem can usually function as a standalone system. A generic oil
supply chain is used throughout the thesis as an example of a system of systems.

The thesis also describes the processes of developing a System Dynamics model to capture the
structures and decision processes of a generic oil supply chain. It explains how a system
architect can apply a scientific approach to explore the abstract oil supply chain model by
conducting model testing and policy analysis. Further design confidence is developed by
evaluating design options with policy analysis. More importantly, this thesis demonstrates how a
better design option could be discovered during policy analysis.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Overview

Architecting is an inductive process.
- Eberhardt Rechtin and Mark W. Maier

The Art of Systems Architecting, Preface, pp. 3.

1.1 Introduction
New technologies enable us to build systems with greater complexity. The increase in system
complexity has forced many organizations to focus their main activities on developing their core
competency and to use acquisitions and integrations as a means to support complementary
activities. As a result most companies rely heavily on seamless integrations to build up their
enterprises or improve their existing operations. For example, a software company that develops
engineering analysis tools may choose to integrate component libraries (e.g. graphics libraries)
developed by other software firms to reduce the development efforts.
System integration has emerged into a new trend in system design and development. An
integrated enterprise system is now a new class of systems, known as systems of systems [Maier
1998], in which each subsystem can function as a standalone system. Consequently, more and
more companies that traditionally thought of themselves as system developers are beginning to
realize that in fact they are only subsystem developers. They develop subsystems, which are
integrated into customer's enterprise system. The software company above, for example, may
find its tools being used together with other design tools by its customers to collaboratively
support their design activities. Thus, these tools designed as standalone systems are now only
subsystems in a design suite.
A challenge that these subsystem developers are facing today is: not being able to access
information about customers' enterprise system architectures to identify value to customers. To
10

ensure adding value to customers, one needs to understand their systems and, thus, to gain a
thorough understanding of system requirements for the sub-systems to be designed. Though
most companies are aware of the importance of capturing the voice of the customer, they are not
able to compile the information into a "system of the customer" (SoC). The SoC is a system
architecture that describes the customer's enterprise system and especially identifies where and
how the designed subsystem would interface with this enterprise system. After all, it is at these
interfaces that the designed subsystem will generate its value and add value to the customer's
enterprise system [Nordlund 2000]. Without a comprehensive view of the SoC, it is almost
impossible to design the subsystem, which may lead to failure in product design and loss of
business.

Although a substantial amount of research has been devoted to general system science and many
architecting methodologies have been proposed, there exists no scientific approach to system
architecting of large-scale, complex systems of systems. In fact, system architecting is still
widely treated as an art rather than a science. For example, the choice of structure to represent
the system of interest and the choice of decomposition methods (e.g. by function and/or by form)
are considered an art because there is no right or wrong answer and it is often impossible to
measure or quantify the results [Newbern and Nolte, 1999]. It is this subtle distinction that
separates system architecting and system engineering, in which engineers follow analytical
methods based on mathematics and science to design a system.
Since system architecture has high leverage over the entire system design and development
process, it is in the system architect's interest to be able to identify design insights and to
characterize important design features that may lead to the success of the project. This thesis
explores some common characteristics of architecting complex systems and proposes a
framework that provides a system architect a 3-phase approach to address the problems
mentioned above and to identify opportunities that lead to a successful design using a System
Dynamics approach.
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1.2 Systems, System Architecture and System Architecting
Each day one may experience many different systems, nature or man-made. Fortunately, it is not
necessary to fully understand all systems to live and work with them. Since they are so
pervasive, the term system has often been used loosely with divergent definitions. For example,
a company is a system because it includes many business units arranged in such a way that they
can perform various tasks collectively to achieve common business goals. The collection of
procedures or processes that a manufacturing company employed to purchase raw material,
produce goods, and distribute and sell the goods is also a system.
As confusing as it may seem, a comprehensible definition of system is actually very important
for developing large scale, complex systems. For the purpose of discussion, a system is defined
as follows.

Definition: A system is a collection of elements, also called parts, that are each interconnected or
interrelated with at least one other, and which possesses properties different from the collection
of properties of the individual parts.

One might be curious at this point: why is it so difficult to understand a system? Jay W.
Forrester pointed out that "the barrier to understanding systems has been, not the absence of
important general concepts, but only the difficulty in identifying and expressing the body of
universal principles that explain the success and failures of the systems of which we are a part"
[Forrester 1968].

Not surprisingly, the term system architecturealso takes on a different meaning from one
application domain to another. For example, in software design, a designer may use it as a
software architecture to describe how the software modules are assembled and cooperatively
perform the desired functions. In business design, an entrepreneur may refer to system
architecture as a business plan, in which he or she blueprints the path of success of the company.
For the purpose of discussion, the term system architectureis defined as follows.
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Definition: System architecture refers to the embodiment of concepts, and the allocation of
functionality and the definition of interfaces among the (system) elements. [Crawley 2000]
For most complex systems, there is usually a system architect or a group of system architects
who are responsible for planning and carrying out the entire design process from a dream to the
final product. To deal with complexity, a system architect applies principles, processes, and
tools to discover design insights and to explore design options so as to decompose the system
into a set of smaller subsystems or components.
Definition: System architecting is a system design and development process in which a system
architect translating the perceived value of clients (or design concepts) into the corresponding
system architecture.

Rechtin and Maier describe architecting as "the art and science of designing and building
systems" [Rechtin and Maier 1997]. In many cases, a system architect will have to deal with
uncertainties, fuzziness, and unknowns, especially during the early stages of a design. Therefore,
a system architect has to rely on experience and/or intuition to make design decisions. As the
project progresses, more science-based tools become available because of the elimination of
uncertainties and fuzziness.

1.3 Thesis Scope and Contributions
This thesis explores an emerging trend in system development, known as systems of systems,
and explores some common characteristics of architecting such systems. A framework
consisting of three design phases, namely system context analysis, system modeling and
analysis, and system design and decomposition, is proposed to allow system architects to
efficiently characterize and design such complex systems. A generic supply chain system is used
as an example of a system of systems through the thesis to describe the system architecting
process in the proposed framework.
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To investigate the applicability of System Dynamics as a modeling and analysis tool, a System
Dynamics model is used in this thesis to demonstrate how to capture the dynamics in a complex
system from a holistic view and how to gain design insights that have a high leverage in the
subsequent architecting process. A generic oil supply chain is used as an example to illustrate
the complexity and challenges a system architect faces and how the System Dynamics approach
can be used to identify opportunities in the early stages of a design.
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Chapter 2 Architecting of Systems of Systems

Man adapted to systems withoutfeeling compelled to understand them.
- Jay W. Forrester

Principles of Systems, Chapter 1, pp. 1-1.

2.1 Issues and Challenges in Systems of Systems
The focus of conventional system architecting approaches is on the development of components
and/or subsystems and their interfaces. Such systems are typically monolithic and an individual
component or subsystem alone cannot function as a system. For example, the engine of an
automobile alone cannot achieve any useful function. Its value can only be realized when
working together with other subsystems in the automobile.

There is a class of systems, in which each subsystem can usually behave as a standalone system
and achieve its own purpose. They are known as systems of systems or collaborative systems
[Maier 1998]. For example, a supply chain is a system of systems because each party in the
system can operate to fulfill its own purpose individually. Collaboratively, they can accomplish
common objectives, which in general are different from those of each subsystem.

The main issue in designing systems of systems is that they are often misclassified. For
example, an automobile is a super-system consisting of many subsystems such as the engine
assembly and the transmission assembly, etc. It is often treated as a system of systems but it
should rather be classified as a monolithic system because its subsystems cannot function
individually. One reason for such misclassification is that there is no consensus in the definition
for systems of systems yet. There is very limited literature [Maier 1998] covering this subject
and, thus, there is a need to further explore the architecting principles for designing such
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systems. Furthermore, there is no specific framework dedicated to the architecting of systems of
systems.

Some of the key challenges to architecting systems of systems include:
1. The architectures of systems of systems heavily emphasize interface design. Since value
exchange takes place at interfaces between subsystems [see the value principle in
Nordlund 2000], it is very important to identify the perceived value of each subsystem to
propose appropriate value proposition of the design. It is, however, very difficult to gain
consensus in value exchange as the number of subsystems increases.
2. It is difficult to gain complete information about the system architecture of each
subsystem due to the large number of subsystems. Without a comprehensive view of the
entire system, it is hard to understand how the collaboration among subsystems should be
designed to gain competitive advantage [see the competitive advantage principle in
Nordlund 2000].

2.2 Overview of the System Architecting Process for Systems
of Systems
To design a system of systems, a system architect needs to know the system architecture of each
subsystem in order to design proper interfaces. Identifying proper value proposition for each
interface is not a trivial task because, for example, there might be some causal effects among
interfaces that increase complexity to the problem. Being able to recognize the right system
context is essential to understand the value exchange among interfaces.
Unlike many engineering problems, which can be solved by experiments, many business
developments are too big or complex to conduct experiments. Although engineering problems
and business development are different in nature, there are many tools and principles developed
in the engineering domain can be used in business development as well. There are adjustments
needed before engineering tools and principles can be adopted. For example, to optimize the
cost structure of a transportation logistic problem, one may need to preprocess the data such as
16

fuel costs and traffic patterns before Linear Programming or other optimization tools can be
used.

For a more complex system, it may not be as straight forward. An abstract model is usually
necessary to gain a good understanding of the system's complex structures and behaviors. For a
complex system of systems like a supply chain system, an abstract model in the early stages of
architecting process is very helpful, not only in identifying the system structures and behaviors
but also in communicating the design.
This leads to the question "What models are appropriate or necessary for developing the system
architecture?" Before this question can be answered, one should examine the process of
designing systems of systems. Since the design is iterative in nature, the focus in this thesis is on
the early stages of system architecting process.
In the early stages of a design, an architect usually has to deal with uncertainties, fuzziness and
sometimes unknowns. The biggest challenge for an architect is to make critical design decisions
that have profound influence to the entire design and development without complete information.
Therefore, the first task for an architect is to ensure the value proposition of the system to be
developed is aligned with corporate vision, strategies and customer needs. This can be achieved
by properly defining the system context, where the relationships and value exchange between
subsystems can be clearly described.
Next, the architect focuses on the set of objectives to be achieved, develops abstract models to
gain a good understanding of the issues involved and formulates solutions to meet the objectives.
A common feature of the models developed at this stage is very abstract because they are only
used to capture the main structures and behaviors of the system and to provide guidelines for
subsequent system design and development. Since many subsequent analyses and design
decisions will be based on the knowledge gained from the models developed in this stage,
Rechtin and Maier comment: "modeling is the centerpiece of system architecting" [Rechtin and
Maier 1997]. Indeed, a successful system architect needs to have ability to effectively develop
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and use abstract models to communicate with clients, engineers and management about the
system architecture.

In order to determine what models to build, one can consider Ross and Schoman's comment "M
models A if M can answer questions about A"' [Ross and Schoman, 1977]. For example, to
design a supply chain, one first needs to know what the structures and decision processes are in
the supply chain and what opportunities the new system may create.

&

System Modeling

Analysis

System Design
LDecomposition

&

System Context
Aaysis

Figure 2.1 Overview of the System Architecting Process for Systems of Systems.
Since the purpose of a model is to answer questions about the system being modeled, one can
expect to discover important insights from the model and use them as design guidelines. For
example, in an optimization model, one can use the optimized decision variables as guidelines
for designing system parameters (i.e. nominal operating conditions). Shadow prices may be used
to understand how the system behaves when it deviate from the desired operating conditions.
Sensitivity analysis may be used to determine the level of influence of each parameter.
These design guidelines can be used to construct a preliminary system architecture. At this
point, the system architect will be able to decompose the complex system it into several
18

subsystems and create appropriate problem statements (or system requirements) for each
subsystem. Using abstract models to understand system structures and behaviors is a discipline
approach for system decomposition. From here, the architecting process applies to each
subsystem For each level of decomposition there will be more science-based design tools
available as uncertainties are replaced by design insights. Figure 2.1 depicts the iterative process
of system architecting. The solid lines and the top-level blocks represent the activities of toplevel system architecting and the dashed lines and the bottom-level blocks represent the activities
of the subsequent system architecting.

2.3 Phase 1: System Context Analysis
A supply chain is chosen to illustrate this phase. In supply chain systems, the complexity arises
as the number of system integrations or collaborations increases. Traditionally, a company will
build competitive advantage by improving internal processes such as inventory control, logistics,
order fulfillment and business process reengineering. Further competitive advantage is gained
when companies pursue external integrations or collaborations by extending enterprise
infrastructure to integrate with trading partners. Depending on which stage a company is at, the
context of a supply chain system may be different.

Therefore, in the first step of architecting a complex system, the system architect needs to define
the context of the system, which should include the system's environment, the ways the system
will be implemented and the system's external stimuli (inputs) [Boppe 2000]. For a company
still at the early stage of building up their supply chain system, the focus will be on coordinating
internal organizations. However, for a company at the advanced stage of developing supply
chain system, the focus will be on communicating with external trading partners [Poirier 1999].
The purpose of the system context analysis is for the system architect to gain a holistic view of
the stakeholders' interest in the system, identify what is their perceived value and what
contributions (or interactions) they have to the system, form evaluation metrics to measure the
design decisions, and, most importantly, verify the value proposition of the designed system. To
achieve this purpose, many tools from different domains can be borrowed. A system architect,
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however, needs to adjust these tools to fit the design needs. For example, a data flow diagram
used in programming applications focuses on how the data (or information) is exchanged
between components. But it lacks of a means to valuate the contents. Stakeholder analysis
widely used in many management applications allows a system architect to design, implement,
and evaluate policies; however, it does not offer insights on how value is exchanged between
stakeholders.

Stakeholder

Value
Exchan ed

Key
Activities

Influences

Supplier A
Purchasing A
Production A
Distribution
Marketing
Wholesaler
Retailer A
Table 2.1 System Context Analysis Step 2: Determine Value Exchanged and Key Activities
and Influences in a Supply Chain.

Stakeholder

Value
Exchanged

Key
Activities

Influences

Potential
Policies

Perceived
Value

Supplier A
Purchasing A
Production A
Distribution
Marketing
Wholesaler
Retailer A
Table 2.2 System Context Analysis Step 3: Form Potential Policies and Perceived Value in
a Supply Chain.
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Distribution
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Supply

Retailer B

Shareholders

Supplier B

Supplier C

Supplier A

I

Purchasing

Prduction

Distribution
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Retailer A

Wholesaler

Retailer C

..

Retailer D

Figure 2.2 Example of the stakeholders in a typical supply chain system.
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Figure 2.3 Overview of the System Context Analysis.

The first step in system context analysis is to identify key stakeholders, who may influence the
supply chain. For a supply chain system, key stakeholders may include the network of suppliers,
the network of distributors, and the firm including its key business units and its shareholders. It

is important to note that not all stakeholders have the same influence to the supply chain to be
modeled; and therefore, a system architect must be able to identify the stakeholders' influence
with the purpose of the system. Figure 2.2 shows an example of the stakeholders in a supply
chain system.

The second step is to determine the influence of all identified stakeholders. A system architect
must determine how value is exchanged between stakeholders (e.g. Supplier A provides raw
material in exchange for payments from Purchasing A) and what activities they conduct to drive
the value exchange process (e.g. Supplier A's order fulfillment drives the monetary return from
the oil company). This may call for selecting proper metrics to evaluate their influences
accordingly. Table 2.1 illustrates an evaluation table that a system architect may use to

determine the influences of stakeholders.

Finally a system architect needs to identify potential policies and their perceived value. Based
the preliminary understanding of the system, a system architect can then create a model of how

the system should function to bring value to each stakeholder. Table 2.2 shows an expanded
table that can be used to evaluate the potential policies and their perceived value to each

stakeholder.
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In summary, system context analysis is a critical phase in the system architecting process
because it allows a system architect to ensure the design create the expected value. Figure 2.3
summarizes the typical steps involved in the system context analysis.

2.4 Phase 2: System Modeling and Analysis
Different models are required for different purposes. A data flow diagram is useful in capturing
how the information exchanges between components and/or subsystems in the supply chain
system; whereas a behavior diagram describes how a component or subsystem reacts to external
inputs. A System Dynamics model can be used to analyze the dynamics of a system and
discover design insights.

In this thesis, a System Dynamics model is used to demonstrate how to capture the dynamics in a
supply chain with a holistic view and how the analyses can lead to design insights that have high
leverage to the subsequent architecting process. A typical System Dynamics modeling process
starts with interviewing the clients and gathering information (e.g., from the system context
analysis) to define the problem statement, identify key variables and their reference modes, and
form initial dynamic hypotheses. A non-quantitative analysis can be performed using a simple
causal loop diagram to explore the dynamics of the system.
However, sometimes there are issues that cannot be resolved without quantitative analyses. In
such cases, a stock and flow diagram is necessary. A system architect will then use the causal
loop diagram as a blueprint and gradually build up the stock and flow diagram that allows further
numerical simulations. Through simulations, a system architect can verify the effectiveness of
potential policies derived in the system context analysis phase and examine how the entire
system reacts to various external excitations.
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Figure 2.4 The Schematics of Retailer Subsystem in a Supply Chain System.
A supply chain can be captured by a stock and flow structure [Sterman 2000]. For example, for
a retail subsystem, key activities and decision processes can be captured with one stock and two
flows. The stock represents the inventory accumulated at the retailer; the outflow represents the
rate at which the products are sold; the inflow represents the rate at which the replenishment
arrives. Figure 2.4 shows the schematics of a retail subsystem.
A system architect can map out a stock and flow diagram based on the scope of system. It can
be used to confirm or reject design hypotheses [Sterman 1987]. It increases a system architect's
design confidence because of better understanding of the system's behavior. Thus, design
decisions can be made based on quantitative analysis instead of ad-hoc approaches.
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2.5 Phase 3: System Design and Decomposition
System architects usually depend on their experience and/or intuition when there is no sciencebased method available. This often leads to a substantial amount of rework in the design process
or failures.

Through policy analysis, the performance of the system can be analyzed and high leverage
policies can be identified. For example, a "system developer" may be interested in developing a
real-time system to improve the tracking of supply line information in a supply chain. The
design can be translated into a policy that reduces or removes time delays in the supply line
inventory control.

With the quantitative analysis results, a system architect can then evaluate the quality of
decomposition based on metrics such as complexity of design, alignment of value proposition,
cost, schedule and quality.
When the system is completely decomposed and all possible alternatives are evaluated, the
system architecting process is applied to each subsystem. By this iterative process, a system
architect can reduce uncertainties in the design and thus complete the design with a higher
confidence.
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Chapter 3 Oil Supply Chain Modeling

The structure of the model must adequately capture the physical and institutionalstructure of the
system; similarity, the decision rules of the model must correspondto those of the actors.
- John D. Sterman

Management Science, Vol. 33, No. 12, 1987, pp. 1572

3.1 Oil Supply Chain is a Complex System
Due to the volatility in the oil industry, it has become essential for oil companies to constantly
innovate to gain competitive advantage and increased profitability. For example, since the
invention of computers, oil companies have been using various optimization tools. The tools
have become an important part of their business from strategic planning to process control
[Bodington and Baker 1990].

As business competition continues, many companies seek new innovations in supply chain
management to enhance their business processes and reduce operation costs. They hope to gain
competitive advantage and reduce business risks by sharing supply chain information with their
"business partners," which may include their suppliers, distributors and retailers. Few have
recognized that the challenges of supply chain management are beyond building new information
technology infrastructure and many have failed because of underestimating the complexity of
supply chain systems. The challenges of managing the complexity of such systems may include:
* A supply chain is an inter-organizational system: A supply chain is a system of systems,
which means it is an integration of many subsystems that usually function as standalone
systems or as systems with very limited coordination [Maier 1998]. The term
"organizations" used here can be the various business units within the firm or the partner
companies in the supply chain. The challenges arise in designing the interfaces to
integrate these organizations because it is necessary to consider many factors, such as
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their individual goals and objectives, existing practices, perceived benefits, and culture
and political issues.
" A supply chain is an inter-functional system: A supply chain system deals with not only
material / product flow but also information flow across the entire enterprise. Thus, all
functions in the enterprise have to march in the same direction to achieve their common
goals. Many believe that the key to a firm's success in supply chain management lies in
the firm's ability to integrate across traditional functional boundaries.
" A supply chain is an evolutionary system: Similar to many complex systems, the
"clockspeed" of each component/sub-system in a supply chain is different. Thus, each
evolves at a different rate [Fine 1998]. As a result, it is impossible to design an optimal
architecture for a supply chain that may fit in an enterprise's business environment
forever. The challenges arise in recognizing the "clockspeed" of each component and
designing a system architecture that can sustain the evolution of the supply chain system.
* A supply chain is a dynamic system: Because a supply chain usually extends beyond the
physical boundaries of a company, it inevitably involves extensive time delays in
business processes. These time delays tend to cause performance deterioration and
higher operation costs, which may, in turn, lead to the instability of the entire enterprise.
As demonstrated in the well-known beer game, oscillation, amplification and phase lag
are common issues seen in a supply chain. [Sterman 2000]. The challenges include
addressing instability issues with system thinking, analyzing with the interactions of each
subsystem with robust system models and deriving effective policies to achieve a better
performance.

To develop a supply chain system or to integrate a technology into an existing supply chain, a
system architect first has to explore what the value proposition of the designed system is. While
the process of identifying the value proposition of a supply chain or a new technology is beyond
the scope of this thesis, it is important to point out that identifying accurate value proposition is
crucial to the success to the system to be developed. The focus of this chapter is to develop a
System Dynamics model for a system architect to explore the design and integration of
subsystems for an oil supply chain.
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An oil supply chain is a system of systems because each of its subsystems can usually function
as a standalone system. For example, gasoline retailers can be considered as a group of extended
members of the entire enterprise. For independent gasoline retailers, they may make their own
replenishment plans and purchasing decisions; for franchised retailers, they typically follow the
policies and guidelines provided by the oil company but still make their own decisions to certain
extent.

To architect an oil supply chain, the focus is on the design of interfaces that link all subsystems
in the supply chain. The key challenge in architecting such a system is that there are many
organizations within the system and it is usually difficult to gain complete information about
these organizations. Although there may be historical data available from these organizations in
some cases, it is very difficult to understand and interpret these outcomes without knowing the
structures and governing decision processes of these organizations. An abstract model can often
help a system architect to understand how a complex system works.
There are many alternatives that a system architect can adopt to build an abstract model to study
the behavior of an oil supply chain. Most approaches, however, only provide answers to what
the solutions should be without considering the dynamic nature of the system. For example, a
wholesaler may use optimization tools to determine how to arrange distribution logistics for a
given retailer demand pattern. But it may become a very complicated problem when considering
the dynamics caused by the time delays of material flow (e.g. replenishment and order
fulfillment) and information flow (e.g. reporting delays and decision delays). An abstract model
does not provide design insights about the dynamics of the oil supply chain if these delays are
not excluded.

3.1.1 The Scope of the Oil Supply Chain Model
Although an abstract model may not completely reproduce the behavior of a complex system of
interest, it is very useful for a system architect to explore design insights and communicate
design concepts. In the early stages of designing an oil supply chain system, a system architect
should be interested in the long-term, system-wide behaviors of the system instead of detail
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operations. This is because "ultimately, we are interested in designing better behaved systems
[Hines 2000a and 2000b]." A System Dynamics model is particularly suitable for such an
application.

Each organization in the oil supply chain system can be treated as a subsystem. The key decision
processes in each subsystem are aggregated to reflect the patterns and structures of that
subsystem. A limited scope that considers only subsystems tankers, terminals, refinery
production, refinery distribution, gasoline product wholesalers, gasoline retail gas stations, and
marketing/purchasing departments in the oil company is adopted to study the behaviors of a
generic oil supply chain as a demonstration of the potential of the approach. The work is not
intended to be an actual implementation of a full-scale System Dynamics model such as those
developed in proprietary applications. As the system architecting process progresses, the scope
can be enlarged to include more upstream suppliers, downstream wholesalers and retailers, and
even competitors to study a different set of behaviors in the oil industry as a whole. Since this
process can be naturally extended as needed, this model can serve as a foundation for future
studies in design and management of complex systems or appropriate commercial applications.

3.1.2 Crude Oil Supply
The instability in oil production is well known. Oil analysts usually state that it is impossible to
predict the short-term production because the dynamic interactions between the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and the non-OPEC oil producers are rarely predictable.
However, the complexity of these interactions is beyond the scope of this model. In the crude oil
supply subsystem, the shipment in tankers instead of crude oil exploration and production is of
interest. Figure 3.1 shows a partial System Dynamics model that captures the structure and three
key decision processes (i.e. oil supply line control, crude oil inventory control, and raw material
stock-out) of the crude oil supply subsystem in an oil supply chain.
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Figure 3.1 A Partial System Dynamics Model for Crude Oil Supply in an Oil Supply Chain
System.

In this model, two stocks, namely Oil in Tanker and Oil in Terminal, are used to track the raw
material supply to the refinery. They will be treated as two subsystems and their structures and
decision processes will be analyzed.

The first stock Oil in Tanker represents the total amount of crude oil in tankers that has not yet

arrived at the terminal and it is affected only by the inflow rate (Crude Oil Shipment Rate)
and the outflow rate (Crude Oil Arrival Rate). The outflow rate is simply modeled as a
pipeline delay of the inflow rate by neglecting any variation in arrival time of tankers. The
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staging time at an arrival port is not specifically considered and can be aggregated into the delay
time Crude Oil Arrival Time if necessary. Although there may be other channels to acquire
crude oil, it is not of interest in this model.
The second stock Oil in Terminal represents the crude oil inventory stored in the tanks at a
terminal and is ready for retrieval to meet the refinery production needs. The outflow rate
(Crude Oil Refining Start Rate) is the rate at which the refinery retrieves the raw material,
which includes crude oil in terminal, catalysts and other chemical substances, for distillation or
conversion processes that produce various finished products including different grades of
gasoline. Crude Oil Refining Start Rate is determined by the desired refining start rate that
the oil company planned for (Desired Refining Start Rate) but limited by the physical usage
rate of the raw material supply (Oil Usage Ratio) and the capacity limitation of the refinery
(Maximum Production Rate). In addition, there is also a minimum amount of refining start
(Minimum Production Start Rate) that the refinery needs to maintain to keep equipment
functioning properly.

Although there are many factors, such as tanker market conditions or tanker capacity and its
utilization, oil terminal storage expansion or depletion, that may generate interesting dynamics of
crude oil supply, the focus in this thesis is on three key decision processes: oil supply line
control, crude oil inventory control, and raw material stock-out.
The oil supply line control describes how the crude oil ordering process is adjusted by
considering the amount of crude oil on order but not yet arrived. In this model, it is assumed that
the shipment rate from oil producers (Crude Oil Shipment Rate) is only based on (1) the
physical limitations of the crude oil shipment rate (Maximum Crude Oil Shipment Rate),
which represents the capacity limitation of how fast crude oil can be loaded into a tanker ship;
(2) the average time required to process an crude oil order from an oil company by the oil
producer (Crude Oil Order Processing Time), which considers the administrative delay at
the oil producer side; (3) the actual amount of crude oil that the oil company ordered (Indicated
Crude Oil Ordering), which is based on the desired ordering amount (Desired Crude Oil
Ordering) with a decision delay (Crude Oil Ordering Delay). The delay is due to the time
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required for the oil company to aggregate the decisions and then prepare the crude oil order
invoice, the time to deliver the invoice from the oil company to the oil producer. The decision of
Desired Crude Oil Ordering is based on the currently reported pipeline inventory in the
tankers (Reported Adjustment for Amount of Oil in Tanker) and terminals (Oil
Inventory in Terminal Adjustment), and the perceived raw material usage (Perceived
Crude Oil Usage Rate). Note that Reported Adjustment for Amount of Oil in Tanker
represents the adjustment of the pipeline crude oil inventory (Adjustment for Amount of Oil
in Tanker) reported from the ship companies (e.g. spot charting) or the shipment logistics units
(e.g. oil company owned ships) to the purchasing, which typically involves a certain reporting
time delay.

The oil supply line adjustment (Adjustment for Amount of Oil in Tanker) is modeled as the
linear discrepancy between the reported (or perceived) amount of oil in tankers (Reported Oil
in Tanker) and a desired level of supply line inventory (Desired Amount Oil in Tanker)
[Sterman 2000, Chapter 17]. Note that the decision of Desired Amount Oil in Tanker is
typically based on the perceived raw material usage for production (Perceived Crude Oil
Usage Rate) and the desired pipeline inventory coverage. The pipeline inventory coverage is
usually based on many factors related to operations and financial objectives. However, in this
thesis, it is simply determined by considering the crude oil shipment time and a limited amount
of safety stock. Also note that the reported amount of oil in tankers (Reported Oil in Tanker)
and the actual amount of oil in tankers (Oil in Tanker) may not be the same due to a reporting
delay. This delay represents the time required to trace the status of the tankers and document the
information into a report or a computer system.
Similarly, the crude oil inventory control captures the process of adjusting the crude ordering by
considering the amount of crude oil in the storage tanks at the terminal. The crude oil inventory
adjustment (Oil Inventory in Terminal Adjustment) is done by modeled as the linear
discrepancy between the reported amount of crude oil in the storage tanks at the terminal
(Reported Oil in Terminal) and a desired level of crude oil inventory to keep at the terminal
(Desired Oil Inventory in Terminal) [Sterman 2000, Chapter 17]. Note that the decision of
Desired Oil Inventory in Terminal is usually based on the perceived raw material usage for
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production (Perceived Crude Oil Usage Rate) and the desired inventory coverage at the
terminal (Desired Terminal Inventory Coverage). The desired inventory coverage at the
terminal is usually determined by many factors related to operations and financial objectives.
However, in this thesis, it is simply determined by considering the minimum inventory coverage
at the terminal (Minimum Oil Coverage) and a certain amount of safety stock. Also note that
the reported amount of oil in the tankers at the terminal (Reported Oil in Terminal) and the
actual amount of oil in the terminal (Oil in Terminal) may not be the same due to a reporting
delay. This delay represents the time required to gather the measures from the inventory
monitoring system and document the information into a report or a computer system.
The raw material stock-out process provides a balance between how fast the oil company plans
to retrieve crude oil from terminals (Desired Refining Start Rate) and how fast it can be
retrieved based on the physical limitations (Maximum Oil Usage Rate) of the retrieval
operation. The variable Oil Usage Ratio is used to capture the efficiency gap in processing the
requests from the refinery and serves as a regulator to prevent the desired refining start rate from
going over the physical limitations.
It is important for a system architect to understand what the structures of the crude oil supply
subsystem are and what the key decision processes are adopted, and to comprehend what the
influences these decision processes have on the performance metrics (e.g. the raw material
inventory level and the service level, which can be defined as the ratio between the actual crude
oil supply and the desired supply) of the oil supply chain. In addition, crude oil supply is
typically a more complex subsystem because many issues, such as material delays, reporting
delays and decision delays, may occur when information and/or material go across the
organizational boundaries. To design a successful system, more attention needs to be allocated
to the design of these interfaces.

3.1.3 Gasoline Production
To model gasoline production, the focus of this thesis is on two main activities in the refinery:
work-in-progress (WIP) inventory control and refinery inventory control. It is assumed that the
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refinery contains the production unit, finished product distribution unit, marketing and planning,
and so forth. Figure 3.2 shows a partial System Dynamics model that captures the gasoline
production structure and two key decision processes of the gasoline production subsystem in an
oil supply chain.
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Figure 3.2 A Partial System Dynamics Model for Gasoline Production in an Oil Supply
Chain System.

Two stocks Oil in Refinery and Refinery #789 Inventory are used to track the inventory
levels in the refinery. They will be treated as two subsystems, although there is no physical
boundary within the refinery to separate them. Their structures and decision processes will be
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examined to understand the source of dynamics in an oil supply chain. The first stock Oil in
Refinery represents the amount of WIP material in the refinery. The inflow (Gasoline
Production Start Rate) represents the rate at which the raw material (including crude oil) is
retrieved and used in distillation or conversion processes. All material, in any stage of
distillation or conversion processes but not yet completed, are considered as the WIP inventory.
The outflow (Gasoline Production Rate) is the rate at which WIP material is converted into
finished gasoline products. Although there are many different processes for different types of
gasoline products, a pipeline delay is chosen to capture the essence of the production complexity.
The second stock Refinery #789 Inventory represents the amount of finished gasoline
products in the storage of the distribution center. The inflow rate is equal to the production rate
and the outflow rate is the shipment rate to wholesalers, which is governed by the physical
limitation of the distribution center of the oil company.

The WIP inventory control is the process that the refinery used to regulate the production start
schedule so as to keep a proper amount of WIP inventory in the refinery. The actual production
start rate (Crude Oil Refining Start Rate) is determined based on the following two factors:
(1) the desired production start rate (Desired Refining Start Rate), which in turn is based on
the desired refining production schedule (Desired Refining Production) and the adjustment
of WIP inventory (Refining Process Adjustment); (2) the physical limitations on how soon
that the raw material can be retrieved and prepared for production, as described in the previous
subsection.

Note that any change in the production start rate (Desired Production Start

Rate) may not be able to take effect right away until the current process in terminated. In this
model, a fixed capacity of production (i.e. no capacity expansion) for the entire simulation period
is considered to simplify the modeling effort. The maximum production rate is also included in
the model to reflect there is only limited production capacity in reality.
The WIP inventory adjustment (Refining Process Adjustment) is modeled as the linear
discrepancy between the desired amount of WIP inventory (Desired WIP for Refining) and
the reported WIP inventory in the entire refinery (Reported WIP in Refinery) [Sterman 2000,
Chapter 17]. Note that most companies today have a fully automated process monitoring and
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control system; therefore, the amount of current WIP inventory can usually be tracked with realtime computer systems. However, there are always reporting delays that defer the availability of
this information to the decision makers responsible for production control.
The refinery inventory control refers to the process that the refinery used to adjust the amount of
finished products in the storage tanks and to maintain a proper service level. To maintain a
proper finished product inventory level, the refinery needs to design a detailed production plan
(Desired Refining Production), which is based on the existing finished product inventory
(Gasoline Product Adjustment) and the perceived wholesale demand (Perceived
Wholesale Demand). Gasoline Product Adjustment is modeled as the linear discrepancy
between the desired amount of finished product inventory (Desired Production Inventory)
and the reported amount of finished product inventory currently stored in the refinery
(Reported Gasoline Product Inventory) [Sterman 2000, Chapter 17]. Again, most
companies today have a fully automated process monitoring and control system; therefore, the
amount of current finished product inventory is usually tracked with real-time computer systems.
However, there are delays in the collation and reporting of this information to the decision
makers responsible for production control.

3.1.4 Gasoline Wholesale
Gasoline wholesalers usually optimize their profits by seeking alternative supply options. A
wholesaler can benefit from an oil supply chain system by accessing the demand forecast
information from the downstream retailers and the production utilization and inventory
information from the refineries. Since the gasoline market is not regulated, wholesalers usually
make decisions based on which refinery offers the most competitive price. While price may be
the key driver of the gasoline wholesale market, it is beyond the scope of this thesis to model the
wholesalers' behaviors driven by the fluctuations in the gasoline wholesale price.
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Figure 3.3 A Partial System Dynamics Model for Gasoline Wholesale in an Oil Supply
Chain.

To capture the two key processes in a gasoline wholesales, a stock (Wholesaler #456
Inventory) is used to track the gasoline inventory level at the wholesaler's storage; an inflow
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(Shipment Rate to Wholesaler #456) is used to represent the shipment from the refinery;
and two outflows, one to a specific gasoline retailer (Wholesale Gasoline Shipment to Gas

Station #123) and another to the remaining retailers that the wholesaler is serving, are used to
capture the depletion of the inventory. Figure 3.3 shows the gasoline wholesale subsystem that
includes the two key decision processes discussed.

The wholesaler inventory control describes how the wholesaler determines the amount of
gasoline to order from a refinery. A wholesaler usually places orders (Indicated Order Rate
from Wholesaler #456) based on the desired orders (Desired Order Rate from
Wholesaler #456) with a decision delay. The decision of Desired Order Rate from
Wholesaler #456, in turn, is based on (1) the forecasted retail demand (Perceived Retail
Demand), which is a perception based on past retailer demand patterns; and (2) the adjustment
of inventory holding (Adjustment of Inventory for Wholesaler #456). Note that there is a
certain time delay (typically caused by communication delays and administrative delays) before
the wholesaler received the shipments that the wholesaler ordered. In addition, there may be a
decision delay (Wholesaler Order Delay) involved when the wholesaler makes a purchasing
decision. The delay may be caused by gathering and analyzing data and information. The
adjustment of gasoline inventory used in ordering decisions is based on the amount of gasoline
inventory adjustment (Adjustment of Inventory for Wholesaler #456) and the perceived
retail demand patterns (Perceived Retail Demand). Adjustment of Inventory for
Wholesaler #456 is modeled as the linear discrepancy between the reported gasoline inventory
holding (Reported Inventory for Wholesaler #456) and the desired amount of inventory
(Desired Distributor Inventory for Wholesaler #456) [Sterman 2000, Chapter 17]. Note
that Reported Inventory for Wholesaler #456 and Wholesaler #456 Inventory may not
be the same because there is a certain time delay (typically caused by communication delays and
administrative delays) involved before the wholesaler received the reported inventory
adjustment, although most wholesalers have fully automated computer systems to monitor their
inventory levels.
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Figure 3.4 A Partial System Dynamics Model for Gasoline Retail in an Oil Supply Chain.
The order fulfillment process is also a key activity in gasoline wholesale. To increase efficiency
and quality in order processing, most wholesalers employ sophisticated logistics tools to plan and
arrange the gasoline shipments to retailers. The detailed logistics processes are beyond the scope
of this model; therefore, a simple order fulfillment practice is adopted to explore the dynamics
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introduced by the fulfillment process. The decision (Distribution Sales Rate Adjustment)
is simply captured by the balance between the physical limitations in shipment (Maximum
Distribution Sales Rate) and the orders placed by the retailers (Indicated Retailer Order
Rate from Gas Station #123).

3.1.5 Gasoline Retail
Figure 3.4 shows the structure and the two key decision processes of a gasoline retailer. Similar
to other subsystems discussed above, the inventory control is the process that a retailer used to
manage the balance between inventory building and gasoline selling to generate profits. The
desired ordering amount is determined based on the forecasted consumer demand (Perceived
Consumer Demand), which is also based on the experience of historical gasoline
consumption, and the adjustment of gasoline inventory (Adjustment for Retailer Inventory).
Adjustment for Retailer Inventory is modeled as the linear discrepancy between the reported (or
perceived) amount of retail inventory (Reported Retailer Inventory) and the desired level of
gasoline inventory (Desired Retailer Inventory) that the retailer plans to keep [Sterman 2000,
Chapter 17]. Note that Reported Retailer Inventory and the actual retail inventory (Gas
Station #123) may not be the same because there is a certain time delay (typically caused by
communication delays and administrative delays) involved before the retailer actually received
the reported retail inventory. For example, a retailer typically checks the gasoline inventory at
the end of a day and uploads the data to the computer system, although there is a computer
system monitors the sales of gasoline all the time. In addition, even the inventory data being
reported back to the wholesaler or the oil company, the replenishment does not arrive until the
schedule is up, which is typically about 3 to 4 days. Therefore, these decision delays and
administrative delays have to be included in the model as well.
Although the order fulfillment process for a gasoline retailer is not as complicated as that for a
gasoline wholesaler, it can be captured in a concept similar to that for a gasoline wholesaler. The
gasoline retailer order fulfillment process determines how fast and how much the gasoline sales
can be based the number of customers come in to the gas station and the number of pumps
available to serve them. The decision (Retail Sales Rate Adjustment) is simply captured by
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the balance between the physical limitations in service (Maximum Retail Sales Rate) and the
actual consumer demand (Consumer Demand).

3.2 Oil Supply Chain Model Summary
To gain a holistic view of how an oil supply system works, a system architect can create an
abstract System Dynamics model that includes only the key organizations and their decision
processes. Any subsystem developed has to be able to align with the current enterprise systems.
For example, a supply chain software company may need to consider how to direct information
flow to maximize the utility of the software to benefit all organizations (or subsystems) in the
extended oil enterprise.
Since there are several organizational boundaries in the entire supply chain, it is very difficult to
obtain complete information to design such a system. As a result, it is impossible to identify
opportunities for designing interfaces for value exchange between subsystems. However, with a
simple stock and flow diagram, a system architect can describe the main structures and the key
decision processes in an oil supply chain and learn important dynamics.
From the model building process, a system architect can understand how the intertwined
information flows through the entire enterprise and where are the important interfaces. More
design insights can be extracted by conducting model testing and policy analysis, which will be
discussed in the next chapter. In this chapter, a System Dynamics model that captures the
structures and decision processes of subsystems crude oil supply, gasoline production, gasoline
wholesale and gasoline retail in an oil supply chain has developed. Each stock in the model can
be treated as an organization and the decisions within or outside the organization that may affect
an organization through its inflow and outflow. For example, the orders from a wholesaler
(which is an external decision) can reduce the finished gasoline product in a refinery; and the
order fulfillment process (which is an internal decision) can also influence the shipment rate of
the finished gasoline products.
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Figure 3.5 combines all the partial models and shows the entire model discussed in this chapter.
This model is now ready for a system architect to analyze inventory fluctuation problems
typically seen in a supply chain system. Full model documentation is included in the appendix
for reference.
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Chapter 4 Oil Industry Supply Chain Analysis

Chaos is a name for any order that produces confusion in our minds.
- George Santayana

Dominations and Powers, 1951.

4.1 System Dynamics Model Analysis Overview
The purpose of a model to a system architect is to facilitate learning and communicate the
design. A System Dynamics model can serve this purpose in several forms. First, in the
modeling phase a system architect can explore design insights by asking the following questions:
What is the context of the system? What are the key subsystems (i.e. physical or functional
structures of the system)? How do they interact (i.e. decision processes)? What level of
abstraction (i.e. aggregation of both structures and decision processes) is appropriate? What are
the main issues (i.e. value proposition) need to be addresses?
Second, in the model testing phase a system architect can gain knowledge about the system by
testing the robustness and accuracy of the model with carefully designed inputs. There are
several tests for such purpose: extreme condition tests, which allow one to examine the system
behaviors under the extreme values of inputs; integration error tests, which allow one to inspect
if the model is sensitive to integration errors introduced by the chosen numerical integration
method; and model calibrations, which allow one to identify the accuracy of the model by
inspecting if it can reproduce the behaviors relevant to the real system.
Third, in the policy analysis phase, one can investigate the potential policies identified during the
system context analysis or the alternative policies discovered during model testing. Based on
controlled experiments, one can explore the effectiveness of these policies based on selected
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performance metrics. More detail references in model testing and policy analysis can be found
in [Sterman 2000].
The significance of model testing and policy analysis is that they allow a system architect to
perform a quantitative study of system behaviors. Design hypothesis (including the perceived
value to customers) and potential policies (including design alternatives) identified can be tested
to confirm or disconfirm a system architect's mental model [Sterman 1987].
In the following sections, the System Dynamics model developed in Chapter 3 is used as a
foundation to illustrate how model testing and policy analysis can be applied to a hypothetical
design challenge. The scenario of the design is as follows.

A system developer is planning to introduce a new technology to improve
inventory management in an oil company. The new technology will allow the oil
company to track its crude oil supply in tankers with a real-time tracking system.
However, the main challenge to the system architect is that the value proposition
of the new technology cannot be accurately quantified without knowing how the
oil supply chain works.

A potentialpolicy identified in the system context analysis is that the real-time
tracking system can reduce the reportingdelays in the crude oil supply
management process and, thus, improve the accuracy of inventory data used in
decisions throughoutthe supply chain.

4.2 Oil Supply Chain Model Testing
Since the oil supply chain model developed in this thesis is generic, historical data from the
Monthly Energy Review Database (available from the U.S. Department of Energy) is used to
drive the simulations for policy analysis. Monthly motor gasoline consumption data from
January 1973 to November 2000 is scaled down to represent the patterns of typical consumer
demand seen at a gas station (Gasoline Retail Sales Rate); monthly crude oil net imports
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from the same time period is also scaled down and used to compare with the crude oil supply
arrived at a port (Crude Oil Arrival Rate); and monthly motor gasoline production also from
the same time period is scaled down and used to compare with the gasoline refining rate
(Gasoline Production Rate) in the model. Other parameters used in the system are based on
common practices identified from the literature or interviews.

The oil supply chain model is initialized to start in an equilibrium state. This generic model has
only one exogenous input Consumer Demand, and it allows us to investigate dynamic
behaviors of the model under the test inputs, such as a step increase or decrease in consumer
demand or sudden change in gasoline production or supply. But before starting any simulation,
one needs to identify the parameters in the model and define evaluation metrics to compare the
performance of various policies.

4.2.1 The Design of Key Parameters and Evaluation Metrics for the Oil
Supply Chain Model
The first type of parameters that a system architect needs to consider is the exogenous variables.
In this oil supply chain model, Consumer Demand is the only exogenous variable. To
investigate the influence of the exogenous input, one can consider several scenarios. For
example, the oil supply chain may subject to a step increase or decrease in customer demand at
certain time; there might be an explosion in the refinery causing the production and distribution
to stop for a certain time period; or there might be a war in the mid-East and oil supply is
interrupted for sometime.

Then one should consider other parameters that may influence the dynamic behaviors of the
model. In other words, the parameters can be designed in such a way that they can be used to
describe the potential policies of interest. For example, the important parameters in this model
include the time constants related to marketing functions (which concerns, e.g., how often
demand forecast is updated), inventory control (which concerns, e.g., how often the inventory is
adjusted), order fulfillment (which concerns, e.g., how quickly a customer order is processed),
operations (which concerns, e.g., what the production cycle time is); reporting delays (which
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concerns, e.g. how much time the refinery needs to report its finished product inventory) and
decision delays (which concerns, e.g., how long the oil purchasing personnel needs to make a
purchasing decision); desired inventory levels (what is the desired inventory coverage that a
gasoline retailer desired to keep at a gas station); and table functions. Table 4.1 shows a list of
parameters concerned in this oil supply chain model. For the value of each parameter, please
refer to the model documentation in the appendix.

Type of Parameters
Exogenous Variables
Time Constants for
Marketing Functions

Time Constants for Inventory
Control

Variable Name
Consumer Demand
Time to Update Perceived Consumer Demand
Time to Update Perceived Retail Demand
Time to Update Perceived Wholesale Demand
Time to Update Perceived Crude Oil Usage Rate
Retailer Inventory Adjustment Time
Wholesaler Inventory Adjustment Time
Gasoline Production Adjustment Time
Time to Adjust Refining Process
Time to Adjust Oil Inventory
Time to Adjust Oil in Tanker
Minimum Retail Transaction Process Time

Time Constants for Order
Fulfillment

Minimum Distribution Transaction Process Time
Minimum Gasoline Distribution Order Process Time
Minimum Oil Coverage

Retailer Order Processing Time
Wholesaler Order Processing Time
Time Constants for
Operations

Refining Plan Processing Time
Production Cycle Time
Crude Oil Order Processing Time

Reporting Delays

Crude Oil Arrival Time
Retailer Inventory Adjustment Reporting Delay
Wholesaler Inventory Adjustment Reporting Delay
Gasoline Product Adjustment Reporting Delay
Refining Process Adjustment Delay
Oil in Terminal Adjustment Reporting Delay
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I Oil in Tanker Inventory
Decision Delays

Reporting Delay
Oil in Tanker Adjustment Reporting Delay
Retailer Order Delay
Wholesaler Order Delay
Crude Oil Ordering Delay

Retailer Desired Inventory Coverage
Wholesaler Desired Inventory Coverage

Inventory Coverage Goals

Refinery Desired Inventory Coverage
Desired Terminal Inventory Coverage
[Refinery WIP Inventory Coverage = Production Cycle
[Crude Oil Pipeline Inventory Coverage = Crude Oil

Table for Retail Sales Rate Adjustment
Table Functions
Table for Distribution Sales Rate Adjustment
Table for Gasoline Product Distribution Rate Adjustment
Table for Oil Usage Ratio
Table 4.1 Key Parameters for the Generic Oil Supply Chain Model

To investigate the impact of these parameters or their combinations, one needs to design several
performance metrics for the oil supply chain model. In this thesis, the following metrics are
chosen:
1. Supply chain inventory level and its variations (that is, the amount of inventory and its
maximum, minimum, and standard deviation),
2. Supply chain amplification (that is, the maximum change in inventory level for a given
step disturbance),
3. Supply chain lag (that is, the time delay for an inventory level to reach its maximum
change when given a step disturbance),
4. Service level (which is defined as the ratio between the actual service and desired
service) and its variations.

4.2.2 Mode Testing with Test Inputs
Now, one is ready to conduct controlled experiments and investigate the influence of the
exogenous variables under various test inputs. First, it is assumed that the consumer demand at a
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selected gas station is a constant, at a rate about 3000 gallons a day or 21000 gallons a week; or
one can simply pick the initial value of the historical gasoline consumption. With this constant
consumer demand, the stock Gas Station #123 and the outflow should stay constant as well
when the model is properly tuned to start in an equilibrium state.
It is important to set the model to start in an equilibrium state because it is ease to quantify the
influence of each different type of test inputs by identifying changes in behavior when
comparing the result with that in the equilibrium state. The initial value of each stock is
determined to reflect the settings of a typical company in the oil industry. Table 4.2 below lists
the initial value for each stock.

Stock Name
Gas Station #123
Wholesaler #456 Inventory
Refinery #789 Inventory
Oil in Refinery
Oil in Terminal
Oil in Tanker
Perceived Consumer Demand
Perceived Retail Demand
Perceived Wholesale Demand
Perceived Crude Oil Usage

Initial Value
0.016E+6 Gallons
0.626E+6 Gallons
1.564E+7 Gallons
1.173E+7 Gallons
1.955E+7 Gallons
1. 173E+7 Gallons
0.016E+6 Gallons/Week
0.313E+6 Gallons/Week
3.9 1OE+6 Gallons/Week
3.9 1OE+6 Gallons/Week

Table 4.2 Initial Values of Stocks in the Generic Oil Supply Chain Model
Knowing that the model starts in an equilibrium state, one may inject different test inputs and
study their influences. First, the influences from the exogenous Consumer Demand can be
analyzed by assuming that the oil supply chain subjects to a step change in consumer demand.
Four step changes in consumer demand: a 10% step increase (case StepUpSmall); a 50% step
increase (StepUpLarge); a 10% step decrease (StepDownSmall); and a 50% step decrease
(StepDownLarge) are considered. Although 50% change in consumer demand is very unrealistic
it provides an opportunity to examine the model's behavior in extreme conditions. Table 4.3
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shows the amplifications seen in these four step inputs and Figures 4.1A through 4.lF show how
each subsystem reacts to the step changes.

Stock Name

StepDownSmall

StepDownLarge

StepUpSmall

StepUpLarge

Max. I Min.

Amplification

Inventory
(Gallons)

Ratio

Phase Lag
(Week)

Gas Station #123
Wholesaler #456

1.4076E+04
7.0323E+05

100%
124%

1
4

Refinery #789
Oil in Refinery
Oil in Terminal

1.9761E+07
1.0245E+07
1.7077E+07

264%
127%
127%

Oil in Tanker

9.7905E+06

165%

19
32
59
19

Gas Station #123
Wholesaler #456

7.8200E+03
1.0138E+06

100%
124%

1
4

Refinery #789
Oil in Refinery
Oil in Terminal
Oil in Tanker

3.6246E+07
4.3057E+06
7.1869E+06
2.0325E+06

264%
127%
127%
165%

19
35
55
19

Gas Station #123
Wholesaler #456

1.7204E+04
5.4797E+05

Refinery #789
Oil in Refinery
Oil in Terminal

1.1443E+07
1.3221E+07
2.2033E+07

100%
124%
268%
127%
127%

1
4
19
34
59

Oil in Tanker

1.3675E+07

166%

20

Gas Station #123
Wholesaler #456

2.3467E+04
2.7788E+04

100%
191%

15
16

Refinery #789
Oil in Refinery
Oil in Terminal

8.1966E+05
1.8000E+07
1.4239E+08

190%
107%

19
28

Oil in Tanker

2.4000E+07

1257%
209%

84
50

Table 4.3 Summary of Step Changes in Consumer Demand.
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Figure 4.1A The Amplifications and Phase Lags of the Gas Station Inventory under the
Influence of Step Inputs.
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Figure 4.1B The Amplifications and Phase Lags of the Wholesaler Inventory under the
Influence of Step Inputs.
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Graph for Refinery #789 Inventory
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Figure 4.1C The Amplifications and Phase Lags of the Refinery Inventory under the
Influence of Step Inputs.
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Refinery under the Influence of Step Inputs.
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Graph for Oil in Terminal
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Figure 4.1E The Amplifications and Phase Lags of the Crude Oil Inventory in the Terminal
under the Influence of Step Inputs.

Graph for Oil In Tanker
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Figure 4.1F The Amplifications and Phase Lags of the Crude Oil Inventory in Tankers
under the Influence of Step Inputs.
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In all cases, the artificial changes in consumer demand create significant amplifications and
phase lags that propagate from the retailer to the crude oil supply. Comparing the two cases of
small step changes, one may observe symmetric behaviors occur in all subsystem and they
eventually adapt to the step changes. This observation indicates that all subsystems have robust
operating procedures to accommodate minor changes in market condition. As shown in the
table, the amplifications and the phase lags in inventory level propagate from the downstream
Consumer Demand to the upstream crude oil supply and the upstream subsystems typically have
a higher stake. Therefore, it is important to take into account the differences in stake between
subsystems and justify these differences in system architecture to improve the performance of
the entire system.

Graph for Refinery Production Level
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Figure 4.2 The Production Level Suffers a Dramatic Decrease Because of a Large Step
Increase in Downstream Demands.
In the case of large step increase in consumer demand, one may find both the retailer and
wholesaler inventories suffer a sharp decrease and rebound back and settle at a higher level.
Since there is no capacity limit imposed to these two subsystems in this model, the simulation
results show both the retailer and the wholesaler need to expand their storage capacity to
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accommodate the unrealistic increase in consumer demand. The refinery, however, demonstrates
a more interesting behavior. It suffers from the big increase in outflow to the wholesalers but not
being able to rebuild the desired level of inventory due to the slow response in upstream crude
oil supply. The desired production start rate decreases dramatically and takes a very long time to
rebound. Figure 4.2 shows the decay in the production level, which is defined as the ratio of the
actual production start rate over the desired production start rate. The results also indicate that
the model is inadequate in considering capacity expansion in the oil industry.
A more interesting result, as shown in Figure 4. lE, is that the inventory in the terminal has to
grow to about 7 times high than the average (i.e. the amount of inventory in equilibrium) due to
the pressing needs from the refinery. The main reason that the terminal capacity limit was not
considered in this model is that the historical consumer demand used to drive the simulations
changes slowly and the actual terminal capacity expands in an even slower rate. To adopt this
generic oil supply chain model for an industrial application, one needs to consider the investment
behavior in expanding terminal capacity by factoring in, for example, the long term economic
growth and a stable growth in gasoline consumption. While this result also indicates the
inadequacy in modeling the capacity of the terminal, it also reveals the pressure that this
subsystem may suffer and a system architect should also address the issue in the system
architecture.

Second, to further test the robustness of the model, it is assumed that there is an explosion in the
refinery and it instantaneously disables the production of the refinery, prevents it from retrieving
raw material for starting production, and destroys all finished gasoline products. Figure 4.3
below shows how the model is designed to instantly drain out the stocks (i.e. WIP inventory and
finished gasoline products) in the refinery and to terminate the inflows and outflows associated
with these two stocks. Two test cases are considered: ExplosionShort (for a 4-week recovery)
and ExplosionLong (for a 3-month recovery). Both cases show that each subsystem recovers to
the way it was before but with a different time delay.
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Figure 4.3 Explosion Test Setup to the Oil Supply Chain Model.
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Figure 4.4A The Simulation Results of an Explosion in The Refinery, Assuming an 1-month
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Figure 4.4B The Simulation Results of an Explosion in The Refinery, Assuming a 3-month
Recovery.

Figures 4.4A and 4.4B show the results of the explosion tests under the two recovery
assumptions. Both cases exhibit the same behavior: the more upstream the subsystem is, the
slower the recovery. Note that in addition to the lack of capacity limit in the terminal subsystem,
both simulations reveal unrealistic inventory levels in the refinery subsystem as well. Again, to
refine the model for business applications, one needs to consider the actual refinery capacity

expansion during the time horizon of interest.

The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in August 1990 was an important world event and certainly
demonstrated the importance of steady crude oil supply. An interesting test to introduce is

considering an event that the crude oil supply is interrupted. It can be done by temporarily
reducing the crude oil shipment rate with a pulse input. One can test the model with two

conditions: one assumes that the event lasts only for about 4 weeks (NoSupplyShort) and another
12 weeks (NoSupplyLong) and it only causes 50% of supply shortage in both cases. The
simulations again exhibit very a similar behavior and indicate that all subsystem return to its
equilibrium state after a certain time delay.
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Figure 4.5 The Results of Oil Supply Shortage due to, for example, a 3-month War Event.
Note that there seems to be no influence to retailers and wholesalers because the duration of the
event is short comparing to the amount of inventory in the system. In reality, one may expect a
sharp increase in gasoline consumption because of panic buying and the follow a drop in
gasoline consumption because of a higher gasoline price and consumer holding. Since gasoline
pricing and consumer psychological reactions are not considered in this model, it should be
considered as a shortcoming of this model. Figure 4.5 shows the simulation result with a 12week supply shortage.
Model testing usually provides design insights that lead a system architect to examine the
limitations of the model, to recognize the shortcomings in the formulation, to discover numerical
errors introduced by the selected numerical integration routines, and, most importantly, to gain a
clear understanding of the system's behaviors and to identify design opportunities. It also helps
a system architect to recognize the difference in each subsystem. This, in turn, helps a system
architect to better quantify the value proposition and, thus, provides opportunities to design
better interfaces for value exchange.
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4.2.3 Calibration of the Oil Supply Chain Model
In general, the oil supply chain model behaves reasonably, despite the limitations identified
above. However, one still does not know if it behaves realistically. To examine whether the
model will produce a realistic behavior, it is necessary to link it with historical data. To produce
a useful result, the data should be gathered within an oil supply chain. Since the model
developed in this thesis is generic, the published national data from the Monthly Energy Review
Database (available from the U.S. Department of Energy) is used for model calibration and
policy analysis.
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Figure 4.6 Historical Consumer Demand Adopted from Motor Gasoline Consumption
Published by the U.S. Department of Energy.
Monthly motor gasoline consumption data from January 1973 to November 2000 is scaled down
to represent the patterns of typical consumer demand seen at a gas station. The data captures the
underlying behavior of consumer in general and does not adjust for seasonal changes at a local
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gas station. Since there is only one exogenous variable, the model provide us an opportunity to
examine the dynamic behavior of a generic oil supply chain generated by only one external
factor - consumer demand. Figure 4.6 shows the scaled (but not seasonally adjusted) historical
data used to drive the simulation.

To select a set of parameters that can reflect to actual behavior of an oil supply chain, model
calibration is necessary. For this purpose, the monthly crude oil net imports and the monthly
motor gasoline production published by the U.S. Department of Energy are used.
The calibration process starts by linking the historical consumer demand to the variable Actual
Input in the model. Then, the parameters in the model are tuned one by one until the model
produces a realistic behavior. Figures 4.7A and 4.7B show the comparison charts of gasoline
production and crude oil import.
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Figure 4.7A The Comparison of the Historical Gasoline Production (Curve 1) Adopted
from Motor Gasoline Consumption Published by the U.S. Department of Energy and the
Gasoline Production (Curve 2) Generated in the Model.
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Figure 4.7B The Comparison of the Historical Gasoline Production (Curve 1) Adopted
from Crude Oil Imports Published by the U.S. Department of Energy and the Crude Oil
Arrival Rate (Curve 2) Generated in the Model.
From tuning the model, one may observe that the retail and wholesale subsystems typically react
and adapt to the changes very quickly. As a result, the change patterns almost immediately
propagate back to the refinery. The chosen settings for the gasoline production seem to respond
to the changes very quickly as well. Figure 4.7A indicates that the gasoline production rate in
the model follows closely the historical data. Figure 4.7B shows the crude oil arrival rate in the
model follows the historical data less accurately. It indicates that the inadequacy of the model in
not considering other uses of crude oil. For example, other than being used to producing
gasoline, crude oil is also used to produce many other products, such as heating oil, jet fuel, and
many other petrochemical products.

4.3 Policy Analysis
In this section, policy analysis is implemented to verify the performance of the potential policies
drawn from the architect's mental model. A policy can be presented as a set of parameters
relevant to the actual implementation of a design alternative. For example, as described in the
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Section 4.1, a potential policy to improve an oil supply chain is to implement a real-time
information system to reduce the reporting delays and decision delays in the crude oil supply
and, thus, to improve the inventory issue in the oil company. Such policy can be described by a
combination of the parameters identified in Table 4.1.
An oil supply chain is a complex system of systems and companies typically have to rely on
sophisticated information system to process and transfer information generated in its subsystems.
Even with the advanced information systems, there are still many delays spread all over the
supply chain, especially when transfer information across subsystem boundaries. For example, a
marketing department in the oil company needs to aggregate ordering patterns from its
wholesalers and uses statistical and optimization tools to determine the future needs for
designing or updating production plans. The decision processes typically involve in certain time
delays. The forecasting information is then send off (with a reporting delay) to the planning
department to initiate a new production plan or revise an existing one.
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Table 4.4 Summary of Parameter Settings for the RTIS Policy Analysis.

Evaluation
Metric

Cases

Maximum

Minimum

Baseline
RTIS01
RTISO2
1RTISO3

22945
22878
22875
17190

15004
15083
14995
11217

Standard
Deviation
1579
1567
1565
1180

RTISO4

22878

15083

1567

Baseline

RTIS01
Refinery #789
RTIS02
Inventory
nvnoyRTIS03

985776
943601
938176
719841
943601
23550920
23455632
24072190
13375913

585175
599438
598670
440206
599438
9284334
9384551
11203176
1991345

65442
62861
63107
49071
62861
2407598
2374018
2190927
2145303

RTISO4

23456102

9406609

2371697

Baseline
RTIS01
RTISO2
RTISO3

16959294
16884544
17175534
17804250

11730000
11730000
11398989
11730000

1181560
1174138
1216139
1215557

RTISO4

16888136

11730000

1174222

Gas Station
#123

Wholesaler
#456 Inventory

Oil in Refinery

RTIS01
RTISO2
RTISO3
RTISO4
Baseline
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Oil in Terminal

Oil in Tanker

Baseline
RTIS01
RTISO2
RTISO3

28837806
28659934
28868304
20611140

18765984
18774684
18219698
11730000

2088196
2063797
2194123
1582510

RTISO4

28370980

18954802

2001002

Baseline
RTIS01
RTISO2
RTISO3

17668284
17517714
18247182
17983580

10758070
10963080
9843636
10300976

1332124
1305549
1481340
1397266

RTISO4

17324724

11186629

1275595

Table 4.5 Summary of Influences on Inventory Level Based on the RTIS Policy Analysis.
Many solutions have been proposed to enhance the performance of a supply chain [Poirier 1999].
Some believe that by synchronizing the activities in the supply chain with real-time information
is the cure [Johansson, Cowling and MacCarthy 2000]; others try to implement enterprise
application integration [Zhang, Yen and Tarn 2000] to assist parties in the enterprise managing
cross-functional information.

One advantage that a real-time information system (RTIS) offers is that the information needed
for making decisions is always available. In other words, an RTIS allows the data from all
parties in the oil supply chain to be networked together in real time. The effort required to
implement such a system includes implementing an enterprise-wide network system with realtime supply chain software to coordinate the information flow. As networking expense coming
down and the bandwidth of networks going up, an RTIS seems to be an affordable solution.
To verify the effectiveness of such an RTIS, one can design a policy test by eliminating the
reporting delays and decision delays in the subsystems gasoline retail, gasoline wholesale and
gasoline production, and the terminal operations in the crude oil supply subsystem. The delays
in gathering crude oil shipment information from the producer, for example, remain the same
because there is no dedicated real-time network link available to tankers to date (in the sense it is
not affordable yet). In addition, one may be also interested in the potential benefits of shortening
the forecasting delays and reducing inventory coverage. Moreover, with the advent in the tank
gauging technology, one may also be interested in identifying the value of real-time crude oil
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supply to the oil company. Therefore, the implementation of the RTIS is analyzed based on the
following scenarios:
1. RTISOI: The RTIS only reduces the reporting delays, decision delays, and processing
delays in all subsystems (but excluding the crude oil supply);
2. RTISO2: In addition to the improvements in case RTISO1, the RTIS also reduces the
delays in forecasting;
3. RTISO3: In addition to the improvements in case RTISO2, the RTIS also helps in
reducing the desired inventory coverage for each subsystem;
4. RTISO4: In addition the improvements in case RTISO1, assuming the RTIS extends and
covers the crude oil supply information.
Table 4.4 lists the parameter settings for these scenarios used in the policy analysis. A baseline
case is first established based on the calibrated parameters. By comparing the inventory levels
from the four scenarios to the baseline, one can measure whether the proposed policy is
effective. Table 4.5 summarizes the influences of these policies on the inventory level of each
subsystem.

From the summaries above, one can observe the following:
1. RTISO1 does not offer any significant improvement in reducing inventory level for each
subsystem. The results suggest that reducing or eliminating reporting delays, decision
delays, and processing delays is not enough to improve the efficiency of the entire oil
supply chain.
2. RTISO2 does not significantly improve phase lag issues in the oil supply chain. It does
not reduce the fluctuations in the inventory levels, either. The higher fluctuations in
forecasting cause difficulties in making accurate decisions for services, production, and
ordering.
3. RTISO3 offers a similar performance with a less inventory coverage in general.
However, it results in a higher level of work-in-progress inventory in the refinery to
accommodate the reduction in inventory coverage.
4. RTISO4, as predicted, does reduce the fluctuations in inventory levels in the terminal and
in tankers.
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Figure 4.8 A Partial System Dynamics Model Shows the Implementation of Regulators for
a Real-Time Information System to the Crude Oil Supply.
One might be curious why the RTIS does not offer a significant advantage as expected. This is
because there are intrinsic limitations associated with an oil supply chain. For example, one
should not try to adjust the oil inventory in the terminal more frequently than the crude oil
shipment time because the more frequently adjusted inventory amount carries higher
fluctuations. The higher fluctuations are then injected into the crude oil supply loop from the
desired ordering and caused instability to the entire oil supply chain.
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Since the cause of higher fluctuations to the crude oil supply is known, one can design a
regulator to smooth out the unrealistic fluctuations caused by the RTIS. For example, to regulate
the adjustment of crude oil inventory in the tanker, one can simply set a maximum adjustment
allowed based on past experience, changes in demand forecasting and changes in production
plan, if an agent-based architecture is adopted. More details about the design of regulators can
be found in [Narendra and Annaswamy, 1989 and Chang 1994]. Figure 4.8 shows a simple
example in implementation the regulators in crude oil supply subsystem. The similar
implementation can be applied to other subsystems in the oil supply chain.

Evaluation
Metric
Gas Station

#123

#123_

Wholesaler

#456 Inventory

Cases
CassMaximum

22851
22851
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Minimum
14986
14986

Standard
Deviation
1562
1562
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14986

1562

SvncRTISBaseline
SyncRTIS01

917374
917374

587182
587182

63607
63607

917191

587182

63607

22795730
16866546

13849979
8203966

1689733
1608507

15742371

1076377

3092214

SvncRTISBaseline
SyncRTIS01

17994414
17389004

7028987
10816905

2002574
1221727

SyncRTISO2

17824694

10816671

1218973

SvncRTISBaseline
SyncRTISO1

40857060
28733228

15331160
18420842

3472462
1985966

27186360

17641934

1595166

23384682
19504404

2982988
8358684

4051832
1731267

18100856

11116267

1205276

SvncRTISBaseline
SyncRTIS01

#456__________ySyncRTISO2

Refinery #789

Inventory
Inventory

Oil in Refinery

Oil in Terminal

SvncRTISBaseline
SyncRTIS01

[SyncRTISO2

1 SyncRTISO2

Oil in Tanker

Maximum

SvncRTISBaseline
SyncRTIS01
1 SyncRTISO2

Table 4.6 Summary of Influences on Inventory Level Based on the SyncRTIS Policy
Analysis.

To verify the influence of these regulators to the performance of an RTIS, one can analyze an
alternative policy: synchronizing the real-time information in the entire oil supply chain. There
are at least two options to implement such design: one is a client-server architecture and another
is distributed computing architecture. Although the detail architecture will not be determined
until the later design phases, they influence, for example, how regulators can be designed.
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To analyze the derived policy, the following two scenarios are considered:
1. SyncRTISO1: Regulators are designed only to reduce the fluctuations in inventory
adjustments in the refinery subsystems.
2. SyncRTISO1: In addition to SynRTISOI, regulators are also designed to reduce the
fluctuations in inventory adjustments in the crude oil supply subsystems.
A baseline case (SyncRTISBaseline) is also established to indicate that the RTIS connects all
subsystems together and the information is available in real-time for reporting, decision making,
invoice processing, and demand forecasting, and so on. Therefore, there are only minimum
reporting delays and decision delays in the system; the forecasting delay is shortened and the
adjustments of inventories can also be done in a real-time fashion. The two scenarios are tested
by enabling the adjustment regulators in the model (i.e. turning the regulator switches on). Table
4.6 summarizes the influences of these policies on the inventory level in each subsystem.
From the above summaries, one can observe the following:
1. SyncRTISO1 reduces the inventory fluctuations in the tankers, the terminal, and the
gasoline production by properly regulating the allowable adjustments. As a result, it also
offers a significant reduction in inventory level of the finished gasoline products in the
refinery. However, there is no more benefit added to the retailer and the wholesaler
because there is no improvement in shipment by the synchronized RTIS considered in the
model. It offers significant improvements only to the upstream subsystems crude oil
supply and refinery because of the reduced inventory fluctuations.
2. SyncRTISO2 reduces the inventory fluctuations in the tankers, the terminal, and the
gasoline production with the regulators. As a result, it also offers a further reduction in
inventory levels of terminal, tankers and the finished gasoline products in the refinery.
Again, there is no more benefit added to the retailer and the wholesaler for the same
reason mention above. It offers further improvements only to crude oil supply level
because of the reduced inventory fluctuations.
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This policy indicates that the real-time information system alone does not lead to the success of
integrating the oil supply chain. The oil company will benefit a great deal with a synchronized
real-time information system only by approaching the system integration from a holistic view.
The regulators, for example, present the interfaces that the cross-organizational information is
merged and can have a significant influence to the performance of an oil supply chain. It is very
important for a system architect to identify the value of these interfaces and the keys to a
successful design of the RTIS for an oil supply chain.

4.4 Conclusions
In the previous chapters, a framework for architecting systems of systems and the processes of
developing a System Dynamics model to capture the structures and decision processes of a
generic oil supply chain have been described. In this chapter, the thesis has demonstrated how a
system architect can apply a scientific approach to explore the abstract oil supply chain model by
conducting model testing and policy analysis. In addition, the thesis also showed how a system
architect could develop design confidence by evaluating design options with policy analysis.
More importantly, the thesis also explained how a better design option could be discovered
during policy analysis.

4.4.1 Limitations of the Model
The System Dynamics model developed allows a system architect to analyze inventory problems
in an oil supply chain. Although the model is far from complete, it does serve the purpose as a
learning and communication tool for a system architect.
Some limitations of the model include the follows.
1. The model only includes a limited scope by considering several key subsystems in the oil
supply chain; and their main structures and key decision processes are presented in an
abstract fashion. To capture the dynamics imposed by other supply chain partners (i.e.,
other retailers and wholesalers, other refining products, and alternative raw material
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supply), more structures and decision processes should be added to enhance the System
Dynamics model.
2. There is no capacity limit in all stocks. It allows us to explore the system's behaviors
under extreme conditions. However, for practical applications, it is necessary to add
proper capacity limits in to subsystems and analyze the influence of these capacity limits
to the oil supply chain.
3. The model does not consider the capacity expansions taking place in the tanker market
and refinery production in the oil company, and the storage expansions in all stocks. To
examine the long-term dynamics of an oil supply chain, investment behaviors and new
technologies in expanding capacity for each subsystem should also be included in the
model. For more details, please refer to [Davidsen, Sterman and Richardson 1990].
4. The model does not consider the increase or decrease in crude oil exploration and
production. The scope of this System Dynamics model only covers crude oil supply but
not crude oil exploration and production. Since they play a very important role in
influencing the entire oil market, it is essential to include them in the model. For more
detail, please also refer to [Davidsen, Sterman and Richardson 1990].
5. The model does not consider the competition in the deregulated gasoline market, in
which, for example, a wholesaler can identify new gasoline supply from a different
refinery. To make the model more comprehensive, it is necessary to add the competition
structure to the model.
6. The model does not consider the pricing issues, which may generate a different gasoline
consumption patterns. Consumer behaviors, such as panic buying and hoarding, may
also generate significant influence to the market dynamics. It is also crucial to include
the consumer psychological behaviors in the model.

4.4.2 Future Work
The thesis pointed out two important issues in system design: the increase in system complexity
leads companies to heavily rely on system integrations or collaborations to build or improve
business and the lack of scientific methods for architecting complex systems in which many
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subsystems used to be standalone systems. A comprehensive framework is proposed that allows
system architects to address these two issues. However, the research is far from complete and
there are many interesting opportunities available to be further explored.
First, the proposed framework is preliminary and there exist opportunities for further
improvements. Case studies should be conducted to prove its effectiveness and refine the detail
procedures, for example, in system context analysis. In addition, the proposed framework is
generic and can also be applied in design many other types of complex systems, such as business
design and engineering systems.

Second, there are also opportunities to improve supply chain systems because they typically
represent a large portion of operation costs. Several potential research opportunities are
suggested below.
1. For oil supply chain systems, a more comprehensive study should be conducted by
considering the limitations of the System Dynamics model mentioned in the previous
subsections.
2. The impact of the RTIS architectures (i.e. client-server versus distributed computing or
agent-based), the dynamics (i.e. perception of risks, perceived benefits and conflicts in
interests) between supply chain partners, and even the influences of alternative energy
sources should also be further studied.
3. For supply chain systems in general, more case studies (e.g. using a System Dynamics
approach) in system integration from different industries should be conducted to further
study the dynamics between supply chain parties and value added to consumers.
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Appendix: Model Documentation
Accumulated Crude Oil Supply Gap= INTEG (ABS(Crude Oil Supply Gap),O)
Units: Dmnl
Accumulated Crude Oil Supply Gap is the accumulated gap between
the expected crude oil supply level and the actual crude oil
supply level over the entire simulation time span.
Accumulated Crude Oil Supply Level= INTEG (ABS(Crude Oil Supply Level),O)
Units: Dmnl
Accumulated Crude Oil Supply Level is the accumulated crude oil
supply level over the entire simulation time span.
Accumulated Refinery Production Gap= INTEG (ABS(Refinery Production Gap),O)
Units: Dmnl
Accumulated Refinery Production Gap is the accumulated gap
between the expected refinery production level and the actual
refinery production level over the entire simulation time span.
Accumulated Refinery Production Level= INTEG (ABS(Refinery Production
Level),0)
Units: Dmnl
Accumulated Refinery Production Level is the accumulated
refinery production level over the entire simulation time span.
Accumulated Refinery Service Gap= INTEG (ABS(Refinery Service Gap),0)
Units: Dmnl
Accumulated Refinery Service Gap is the accumulated gap between
the expected refinery service level and the actual refinery
service level over the entire simulation time span.
Accumulated Refinery Service Level= INTEG (ABS(Refinery Service Level),O)
Units: Dmnl
Accumulated Refinery Service Level is the accumulated refinery
service level over the entire simulation time span.
Accumulated Retailer Service Gap= INTEG (ABS(Retailer Service Gap),0)
Units: Dmnl
Accumulated Retailer Service Gap is the accumulated gap between
the expected retailer service level and the actual retailer
service level over the entire simulation time span.
Accumulated Retailer Service Level= INTEG (ABS(Retailer Service Level),0)
Units: Dmnl
Accumulated Retailer Service Level is the accumulated retailer
service level over the entire simulation time span.
Accumulated Wholesaler Service Gap= INTEG (ABS(Wholesaler Service Gap),O)
Units: Dmnl
Accumulated Wholesaler Service Gap is the accumulated gap
between the expected wholesaler service level and the actual
wholesaler service level over the entire simulation time span.
Accumulated Wholesaler Service Level= INTEG
Units: Dmnl
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(ABS(Wholesaler Service Level),0)

Accumulated Wholesaler Service Level is the accumulated
wholesaler service level over the entire simulation time span.
Actual Crude Oil Arrival Rate
Units: Gallons/Week
<historical crude oil import data>
Actual Gasoline Production Rate
Units: Gallons/Week
<historical gasoline production data>
Actual Input
Units: Gallons/Week
Actual Input is the actual data to be read
database.

from the external

Adjustment for Amount of Oil in Tanker=(Desired Amount of Oil in TankerReported Oil in Tanker)/Time to Adjust Oil in Tanker
Units: Gallons/Week
Adjustment for Amount of Oil in Tanker represents the adjusted
amount of supply line inventory that the oil company recognized.
It is the gap between the desired amount of oil in tankers and
the reported amount of oil in tankers.
Adjustment for Retailer
Retailer
Inventory) /Retailer
Units: Gallons/Week
Adjustment for Retailer
adjustment of the
reported gasoline

Inventory=(Retailer Desired Inventory-Reported
Inventory Adjustment Time
Inventory represents the retailer's
gap between the desire inventory and the
inventory in the underground storage tanks.

"Adjustment of Inventory
for Wholesaler #456"=("Desired Distributor
Inventory
for
Wholesaler #456"-"Reported Inventory for
Wholesaler #456")/Wholesaler
Inventory Adjustment Time
Units: Gallons/Week
Adjustment for Distributor Inventory represents the gap
between the wholesaler' desired amount of inventory and the
reported (or perceived) inventory amount. The gap is used to
adjust for replenishment orders to the refinery distribution
center.
Change in Perceived Consumer Demand=(Consumer Demand-Perceived Consumer
Demand)/Time to Update Perceived Consumer Demand
Units: Gallons/Week/Week
Change in Perceived Consumer Demand is the adjustment in
consumer demand forecast. We believe that a retailer's
perception is formed by observing the actual sales and compare
with the retailer's current perception. If there is a
discrepancy, the retailer will alert but does not change his or
her perception right away. It takes several observations for the
retailer
to believe
that
he or she should adjust
the perception.
Change in Perceived Crude Oil Usage Rate=(Desired Refining Start RatePerceived Crude Oil Usage Rate)/Time to Update Perceived Crude Oil Usage Rate
Units: Gallons/(Week*Week)
Change in Perceived Crude Oil Usage Rate is the change in
perception about the raw material (i.e. crude oil) usage rate.
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The change in perception is caused by the difference in the
desired production start rate and the perception of the raw
material usage rate.
Change
Retail
Units:
Change

in Perceived Retail Demand=(Indicated Retailer Order Rate-Perceived
Demand) /Time to Update Perceived Retail
Demand
Gallons/(Week*Week)
in Perceived Retailer Demand is the adjustment in retail
demand forecast and is determined by comparing current
perception
of the
retail
demand with the indicated
order rate
from the retailers. If there is a discrepancy, the wholesaler
will alert but does not change the perception right away. It as
to take several observations before the wholesaler adjusts the
perception.

Change in Perceived Wholesale Demand=(Indicated Wholesale Order RatePerceived Wholesale Demand)/Time to Update Perceived Wholesale Demand
Units: Gallons/(Week*Week)
Change in Perceived Wholesale Demand is the adjustment in
wholesale demand forecast and is determined by comparing current
perception of wholesale demand with the indicated order rate
from the wholesalers. If there is a discrepancy, the oil company
will alert but does not change the perception right away. It as
to take several observations before the oil company adjusts the
perception.
Consumer Demand=Input
Units: Gallons/Week
Consumer Demand is an exogenous variable in this model. There
are several test inputs, including step, and historical data,
can be linked to this variable and to explore the dynamic
behaviors of the supply chain model.
Crude Oil Arrival Rate=DELAYl(Crude Oil Shipment Rate, Crude Oil Arrival
Time)
Units: Gallons/Week
Crude Oil Fill Rate is the rate at which crude oil is shipped to
the terminal. It is determined by the amount of oil in the
tanker and the time required for shipment.
Crude Oil Arrival Time=3
Units: Weeks
Crude Oil Fill Cycle Time is the time required to ship the crude
oil from the source to the destination terminal. It is assumed
that it typically takes about 3 weeks for shipment.
Crude Oil Order Processing Time=1
Units: Week
Crude Oil Order Processing Time represents the time required for
the crude oil supplier to process the order from the oil
company. Since the crude oil producer may have to deal with
several customers and thus an order cannot be process
instantaneously. The order processing time is assumed to be a
week.
Crude Oil Ordering Delay=1
Units: Week
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Crude

Oil Ordering Delay represents
processing
a crude oil
order.

the administrative
It
is assume

delay in
to be 1 week.

Crude Oil Refining Start Rate=Min(Maximum Production Rate, IF THEN
ELSE(Refinery Explosion Switch, DELAYl(Desired Refining Start
Rate, Refining
Plan Processing Time)*Oil Usage Ratio*(1-PULSE(Explosion Start
Time,
Explosion Damage Duration Time)),DELAYl(Desired Refining Start
Rate, Refining
Plan Processing Time)*Oil Usage Ratio))
Units: Gallons/Week
Crude Oil Refining Start Rate is the rate that the oil refinery
turns
the
raw material,
which is crude oil
in terminal,
into
finish
products.
It
is determined by the desired
refining
start
rate that the oil company planned for but limited by the
physical usage rate.
Crude Oil Shipment Rate=DELAYl(Max(O, Min(Indicated Crude Oil Ordering,
Maximum Crude Oil Shipment Rate)) ,Crude Oil Order Processing Time )*(l
-"Supply Shortage (Pulse)"*PULSE("Supply Shortage Start
Time (Pulse)",
Supply
Shortage Duration)-STEP("Supply Shortage (Step)","Supply
Shortage Start
Time
(Step)"))
Units: Gallons/Week
Crude Oil Shipment Rate is the rate that crude oil get loaded to
a tanker ship. Assume that Crude Oil Shipment Rate usually
matches Desired Crude Oil Order Rate unless it reaches the
capacity
limit,
which is Maximum Crude Shipment Rate.
Crude Oil Supply Gap=Expected Crude Oil Supply Level-Crude Oil
Units: 1/Week

Supply Level

Crude Oil Supply Level=Crude Oil Shipment Rate/Max(O.1,Desired Crude Oil
Ordering)/Time Interval
Units: 1/Week
Crude Oil Supply Level is a metric used to measure the crude oil
supply variation. It is the ratio of Crude Oil Shipment Rate
over Desired Crude Oil Ordering.
Demand Pulse Duration=O
Units: Week
Demand Pulse Duration is the time interval that the impulse
change in consumer demand will last.
Demand Pulse Height=Q
Units: Dmnl
Demand Pulse Height is
the faction
of Initial
Gasoline Retail
Sales Rate used to indicate the impulse change in consumer
demand.
Demand Pulse Start Time=O
Units: Week
Demand Pulse Start Time is the start time to inject the impulse
change for consumer demand.
Demand Step Height=O
Units: Dmnl
Demand Step Height is the faction of Initial Gasoline Retail
Sales Rate used to indicate the step change in consumer demand.
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Demand Step Start Time=0
Units: Week
Demand Step Start Time is the start time to inject the step
change for consumer demand.
Desired Terminal Inventory Coverage=5
Units: Week
Desired Terminal Inventory Coverage is the amount of inventory
that the oil company would keep in the in the terminal and it is
usually
depending on the minimum crude oil
coverage and the
safety stock the oil company desired to carry. A typical oil
company may hold an inventory amount about 4 to 5 weeks. Set to
be 5 weeks.
Desired Amount of Oil in Tanker=Perceived Crude Oil Usage Rate*Crude Oil
Arrival Time
Units: Gallons
Desired Amount of Oil in Tanker is the amount of supply line
inventory the coil company desired. It is based on the perceived
crude oil consumption rate and the transportation time required.
Desired Crude Oil Ordering=Max(Reported Adjustment for Amount of Oil in
Tanker+IF THEN ELSE(ABS(Oil Inventory in Terminal Adjustment)>Maximum
Adjustment for Oil in Terminal, Maximum Adjustment for Oil in Terminal, Oil
Inventory in Terminal Adjustment)+Perceived Crude Oil Usage Rate,0)
Units: Gallons/Week
Desired Crude Oil Ordering is the shipment rate that the oil
company desired to meet the desired inventory level at the
terminal. It is based on the Perceived Crude Oil Usage Rate and
Reported Adjustment for Amount of Oil in Tanker and Oil
Inventory Adjustment in Terminal Adjustment.
"Desired Distributor
Inventory for Wholesaler #456"=Perceived Retail
Demand*Wholesaler Desired Inventory Coverage
Units: Gallons
Desired Distributor Inventory represents the amount of inventory
the wholesaler believes it is necessary to serve its retailers.
Assume that
(1) there
are 100 retailers
in the network,
(2) each
retailer
orders
about 3000 gallons each day, and (3) the safety
stock is a week, which is 2.1e+6 gallons.
Desired Oil Inventory in Terminal=Perceived Crude Oil Usage Rate*Desired
Terminal Inventory Coverage
Units: Gallons
Desired Oil Inventory in Terminal represents the amount of
inventory that the oil company desired in the terminal. A
typical terminal will determined by the perceived crude oil
usage rate for refining and the desired inventory coverage that
the oil company plan for.
"Desired Order Rate from Wholesaler #456"=Max(Perceived Retail
Demand+"Adjustment of Inventory for Wholesaler #456",0)
Units: Gallons/Week
Desired Order Rate from Wholesaler #456 represents the order
rate that wholesaler #456 placed to the oil company. It is based
on the perceived retail demand and the inventory adjustment for
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the wholesaler #456.
Desired Production

Inventory=Perceived

Wholesale

Demand*Refinery

Desired

Inventory Coverage
Units: Gallons
Desired Production Inventory is the amount of gasoline products
that the oil company desired to keep. It is based on the
perceived wholesaler demand and the desired coverage (including
the safety stock).
Desired Refining Production=Perceived Wholesale Demand+IF THEN
ELSE ((ABS (Gasoline Production Adjustment) >=Maximum Gasoline Product
Adjustment), Maximum Gasoline Product Adjustment, Gasoline Production
Adjustment)
Units: Gallons/Week
Desired Refining Production is the production plan the oil
company desires. The production plan is designed based on the
adjustment of gasoline product inventory and the perceived
wholesale demand.
Desired Refining Start Rate=Max(Desired Refining Production+IF THEN
ELSE( (ABS (Refining Process Adjustment) >=Maximum Refining Process Adjustment),
Maximum Refining Process Adjustment, Refining Process Adjustment),Minimum
Production Start Rate)
Units: Gallons/Week
Desired Refining Start Rate is the production start rate that
the oil company desired. The rate is determined by the oil
company's desired refining production plan and the adjustment of
work-in-progress inventory.
"Desired Retail
Order Rate from Gas Station
#123"=Max(Perceived Consumer
Demand+Adjustment for Retailer Inventory,0)
Units: Gallons/Week
Desired Retail Order Rate from Gas Station #123 represents the
desired order rate to the wholesaler from Gas Station 123. It is
based on the demand forecast of the station plus the adjustment
from the gap between current inventory and the desired inventory
of Gas Station 123.
Desired WIP for Refining=Perceived Wholesale Demand*Production Cycle Time
Units: Gallons
Desired WIP for Refining is the desired amount of
work-in-progress inventory that the oil company decided to keep.
It is based on the perceived wholesale demand and the production
cycle time.
Difference in Crude Oil Arrival Rate=Actual Crude Oil Arrival Rate-Crude Oil
Arrival Rate
Units: Gallons/Week

Difference in Gasoline Production Rate=Actual Gasoline Production RateGasoline Production Rate
Units: Gallons/Week
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Distribution
Sales Rate Adjustment=Table for
Distribution
Sales Rate
Adjustment(Min(Maximum Distribution Sales Rate
/"Indicated
Retailer
Order Rate from Gas Station
#123", 2))
Units: Dmnl
Distribution Sales Rate Adjustment is the fraction of retailer
orders fulfilled, which is determined by the ratio of the
desired retailer order rate from gas station #123 to the maximum
wholesale distribution shipment rate. The desired retailer order
rate is the expected shipment rate that gas station #123
expected from the wholesaler. Wholesaler's low inventory
availability will reduce the shipment rate below the actual
retail order rate.
Expected Crude Oil Supply Level=1
Units: 1/Week
Expected Crude Oil Supply Level is the ideal
crude oil
supply
level that the oil company expected. It is assumed to be 1,
which means the desired crude ordering always get shipped on
time as expected.
Expected Refinery Production Level=1
Units: 1/Week
Expected Refinery Production Level is the ideal
product level
that the refinery planned for. It is assumed to be 1, which
means the refinery has the flexibility and resources to meet the
demand in production on the fly.
Expected Refinery Service Level=1
Units: 1/Week
Expected Refinery Service Level is the ideal refinery service
level that the oil company desired. It is assumed to be 1, which
means the oil company's distribution can satisfy any ordering
request from the wholesalers in the service region.
Expected Retailer Service Level=l
Units: 1/Week
Expected Retailer
Service Level is
the ideal
retailer
service
level. It is assumed to be 1, which means the consumer demand
will always be satisfied.
Expected Wholesaler Service Level=1
Units: 1/Week
Expected Wholesaler Service Level is the ideal wholesaler
service level. It is assumed to be 1, which means the
wholesaler will be able to satisfy any retailer's order request.
Explosion Damage Duration Time=O
Units: Week
Explosion Damage Duration Time is the assumed time period that
the refinery will not be able to produce due to the assumed
explosion.
Explosion Start Time=O
Units: Week
Explosion Start Time is the assumed time that there is a
explosion occurred in the refinery.
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FINAL TIME
1340
Units: Week
The final time for the simulation.
"Fraction to Gas Station #123"=0.05

Units: Dmnl
Fraction to Gas Station #123 represents the fraction of shipment
to a specific station, say Gas Station #123. From this fraction,
we can derive the remaining fraction that goes to all other gas
station from this wholesaler.
"Fraction to Wholesaler #456"=0.08
Units: Dmnl
Fraction to Wholesaler #456 represents the fraction of shipment
to a specific wholesaler, say Wholesaler #456. From this
fraction, we can derive the remaining fraction that goes to all
other wholesalers in the network.
"Gas Station
#123"= INTEG ("Wholesale Gasoline Shipment to Gas Station
Gasoline Retail Sales Rate,Retailer Desired Inventory)
Units: Gallons
Retail Gasoline stock represents the inventory at a gasoline
station. The inventory is governed by two key processes: the
order fulfillment and retailer inventory control. It will
increase when receiving the gasoline from the wholesale and will
decrease
when selling
gas at
the pump to the consumers.

#123"-

Gasoline Product Adjustment Reporting Delay=0.5
Units: Week
Gasoline Product Adjustment Reporting Delay is the time that a
refinery takes to report its finishing product inventory. It is
typically
reported
once or twice a week. Set to be 0.5 week.
Gasoline Product Distribution
Rate Adjustment=Table for Gasoline Product
Distribution Rate Adjustment(Min(Maximum Gasoline Product Distribution Rate
/"Indicated
Order Rate from Wholesaler #456",2))
Units: Dmnl
The Fraction of wholesale orders filled is determined by the
ratio of the indicated order rate (from wholesaler #456) to the
maximum distribution
rate
of the oil
company. The indicated
order rate from the wholesaler #456 is the wholesaler's expected
shipment rate from the oil company. The oil company's low
inventory availability will reduce the distribution shipment
rate below the wholesaler's actual order rate. Assume that
unfilled wholesaler orders are lost forever.
Gasoline Production Adjustment= (Desired Production Inventory-Reported
Gasoline Product Inventory)/Gasoline Production Adjustment Time
Units: Gallons/Week
Gasoline Production Adjustment represents the product schedule
adjustment the oil company planned so as to maintain enough
finish products to meet market demand. The adjustment is done by
comparing the
reported
finishing
product inventory with the
desired level of inventory.
Gasoline Production Adjustment Time=10
Units: Week
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Gasoline Production Adjustment Time represents how often the oil
company adjusted its product inventory. Assume that the company
adjusts it every 10 weeks.
Gasoline Production Rate=IF THEN ELSE(Refinery Explosion Switch, DELAY3(Crude
Oil Refining Start Rate, Production Cycle Time)*(l-PULSE(Explosion Start
Time, Explosion Damage Duration Time)),DELAY3(Crude Oil Refining Start Rate,
Production Cycle Time))
Units: Gallons/Week
Gasoline Production Rate represents the rate of finish products
being produced. It is assumed the production rate follows the
refining start rate with a third-order delay and the delay time
is the product cycle time. [[Original Equation: DELAY3(Crude Oil
Refining Start Rate, Production Cycle Time)]]
Gasoline Retail Sales Rate=Consumer Demand*Retail Sales Rate Adjustment
Units: Gallons/Week
Gasoline Sales Rate represents the rate of sales occurs at the
pump in a gas station. It is usually governed by the time
required to processed a transaction, which takes into account the
balance between the maximum retail sales rate and the
consumer demand.

)

Indicated Crude Oil Ordering=SMOOTH(Desired Crude Oil Ordering, Crude Oil
Ordering Delay
Units: Gallons/Week
Indicated Crude Oil Ordering represents the actual crude oil
ordering send to the oil producer. It is a smooth of desired
crude oil ordering because of, for example, the administrative
delay.
"Indicated
Order Rate from Wholesaler #456"=SMOOTH("Desired Order Rate from
Wholesaler #456", Wholesaler Order Delay)
Units: Gallons/Week
Indicated Order Rate from Wholesaler #456 represents the actual
order that the wholesaler #456 placed after an administrative
delay.
Indicated
Retailer
Order Rate="Indicated Retailer
Order Rate from Gas Station
#123"/"Fraction
to Gas Station
#123"
Units: Gallons/Week
Indicated Retailer Order Rate represents the overall retailer
order
rate
(from all
the serviced retailers)
. Assume that
all
retailers are subject to the same ordering pattern.
"Indicated
Retailer
Order Rate from Gas Station
#123"=SMOOTH("Desired
Order Rate from Gas Station
#123", Retailer
Order Delay)
Units: Gallons/Week
Indicated Retailer Order Rate from Gas Station #123 represents
the actual order that the gas station #123 placed after a
decision delay.
Indicated
Wholesale Order Rate="Desired Order Rate from Wholesaler
#456"/"Fraction to Wholesaler #456"
Units: Gallons/Week
Indicated Wholesale Order Rate represents the overall wholesale
order rate (from all the wholesalers in the oil company's
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Retail

service region). Assume that all distributors are subject to
same ordering pattern.

the

Initial Gasoline Retail Sales Rate=15640
Units: Gallons/Week
Initial Gasoline Retail Sales Rate is the first data point of
the actual input. Assume daily sales rate is 3000 gallons (i.e
300 customers daily and 10 gallons each customer). Therefore,
the weekly sales rate is about 21000 gallons. (Set to 15640 to
match the initial value of the historical data.)
INITIAL TIME
0
Units: Week
The initial time for the simulation.
Input=IF THEN ELSE(Input Switch, Actual Input, Test Input
Units: Gallons/Week
When the input switch is 0 (default), Test Input will be used.
When the input switch is 1, Actual Input will be used.
Input Switch=0
Units: Dmnl
Input Switch is a variable used to control the selection of the
input data. 0 is the default selection and is for the selected
test input data.
Maximum Adjustment for Oil in Tanker=10
Units: Gallons/Week
Maximum Adjustment for Oil in Tanker is the maximum adjustment
amount can be made at each adjustment.
Maximum Adjustment for Oil in Terminal=100
Units: Gallons/Week
Maximum Adjustment for
Oil in Terminal is
the maximum adjustment
amount can be made at each adjustment.
Maximum Adjustment for Oil in Tanker=10000
Units: Gallons/Week
Maximum Adjustment for Oil in Tanker is the maximum adjustment
amount can be made at each adjustment.
Maximum Adjustment for Oil in Terminal=10000
Units: Gallons/Week
Maximum Adjustment for Oil in Terminal is the maximum adjustment
amount can be made at
each adjustment.
Maximum Crude Oil Shipment Rate=8e+006
Units: Gallons/Week
Maximum Crude Oil Shipment Rate represents the capacity
limitation
of how fast
crude oil
can be loaded to a tanker
It is assume to be8 million gallons per week.

ship.

Maximum Distribution
Sales Rate=Max("Wholesaler #456 Inventory",0)/Minimum
Distribution Transaction Process Time
Units: Gallons/Week
Maximum Distribution Sales Rate represents the maximum rate at
which a retailer replenishment request is processed.
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Maximum Gasoline Product Adjustment=100
Units: Gallons/Week
Maximum Gasoline Product Adjustment is the maximum adjustment
amount can be made for each adjustment.
Maximum Gasoline Product Distribution
Rate=Max("Refinery #789
Inventory",0)/Minimum Gasoline Distribution
Order Process Time
Units: Gallons/Week
Maximum Gasoline Product Distribution Rate represents the
maximum rate at which a wholesaler's replenishment request
be processed.

can

Maximum Oil Usage Rate=Max(Oil in Terminal,O)/Minimum Oil Coverage
Units: Gallons/Week
Maximum Oil Usage Rate is the maximum oil usage rate at which
the refinery retrieve the oil in the terminal and prepare it
production.
Maximum Production Rate=6e+006
Units: Gallons/Week
Maximum Production Rate is
the maximum production capacity.
is assumed to be 6 million gallons per weeks.

for

It

Maximum Refining Process Adjustment=10
Units: Gallons/Week
Maximum Refining Process Adjustment is
the maximum adjustment
amount can be made for
each adjustment.
Maximum Retail
Sales Rate=Max("Gas Station
#123",0)/Minimum Retail
Transaction Process Time
Units: Gallons/Week
Maximum Sales Rate represents the maximum rate at which gasoline
can be sold at a gas station.
Minimum Distribution Transaction Process Time=1
Units: Week
Minimum Distribution Transaction Process Time is the minimum
time required for a wholesaler to complete distribute its
gasoline inventory. Assume it take about 1 weeks to empty the
wholesaler's inventory.
Minimum Gasoline Distribution Order Process Time=2
Units: Week
Minimum Gasoline Distribution Order Process Time is the minimum
time required to completely ship out the finishing gasoline
products from the distribution center of the oil company. It is
assumed to be two weeks.
Minimum Oil Coverage=2.5
Units: Weeks
Minimum Oil Coverage denotes the minimum time required for the
refinery to completely retrieve the oil from a terminal. Assume
that it takes about 2.5 to 4 weeks to empty the crude oil in the
terminal. Set to be 2.5 weeks.
Minimum Production Start Rate=100000
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Units: Gallons/Week
Minimum Production Start
Rate indicated
the minimum production
start rate that a refinery has to maintain. It is assume to be
100,000 gallons per week.
Minimum Retail Transaction Process Time=0.3
Units: Week
Minimum Retail
Transaction
Process Time is
the minimum time
required to for a gasoline station to completely sell out its
entire inventory. Assume that a gas station has the storage
capacity for 20,000 gallons of gasolines. The average sales each
day at
this
gas station
is
about 300 to 400 customers and each
fills 15 gallons gas each time. Therefore, we assume that it
will take about 2 to 3 days to empty the underground tanks. (Set
to 0.3 week).
Oil in Refinery= INTEG (Crude Oil Refining Start Rate-Gasoline Production
Rate-Refinery Explosion Outflow 1,Desired WIP for Refining)
Units: Gallons
Oil in Refinery represents the actual work-in-progress inventory
that the oil company keeps in the refinery. The inventory is
increased when the production starts and decreased when the
products are produced.
Oil

In Tanker= INTEG (+Crude Oil Shipment Rate-Crude Oil Arrival Rate,
Desired Amount of Oil in Tanker)
Units: Gallons
Oil In Tanker represents
the amount of supply line
inventory,
that is, the ordered crude oil that has been shipped but not yet
arrived at the terminal.
Oil in Tanker Adjustment Reporting Delay=0.5
Units: Week
Oil in Tanker Adjustment Reporting Delay represents the
adjustment reporting time due to administrative delays. Although
it may different from companies to companies the delay is
typically about 3 to 4 days. Set to be 0.5 week.
Oil in Tanker Inventory Reporting Delay=0.5
Units: Week
Time to Report Oil in Tanker represents how often the oil
company updates the amount of oil inventory ordered but not yet
arrived. Typically, the oil company requests the information
from oil tanker companies once or twice a week. Set to be 0.5
week.
Oil in Terminal= INTEG (Crude Oil Arrival
Rate-Crude Oil Refining Start
Desired Oil Inventory in Terminal)
Units: Gallons
Oil in Terminal represents the oil inventory stored in the tanks
at a terminal. When tankers arrive and unload, the oil inventory
will increase. When production starts, the oil will be retrieved
as raw material for production. Therefore, the oil inventory
will decrease.
Oil in Terminal
Units: Week

Inventory Reporting Delay=0.5
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Rate,

Oil in Terminal Adjustment Reporting Delay represents the
adjustment reporting time due to administrative delays. Although
it may different
from companies to companies the delay is
typically about 3 to 4 days. Set to be 0.5 week.
Oil Inventory in Terminal Adjustment=(Desired Oil Inventory in TerminalReported Oil in Terminal)/Time to Adjust Oil Inventory
Units: Gallons/Week
Oil Inventory Adjustment represents the adjusted amount of oil
in terminal that the oil company recognized. It is the gap
between the desired amount of oil in terminal and the reported
(or perceived) amount of oil in terminal.
Oil Usage Ratio=Table for Oil Usage Ratio(Min(Maximum Oil Usage Rate/Desired
Refining Start Rate, 2))
Units: Dmnl
Oil Usage Ratio is the adjustment of the desired production
start rate to the physical limitations of the crude oil retrieval
for refining. The adjustment is based on the ratio of Maximum
Oil Usage Rate over Desired Refining Start Rate.
Perceived Consumer Demand= INTEG (Change in Perceived Consumer Demand,
Consumer Demand)
Units: Gallons/Week
Perceived Consumer Demand is the adjusted (or forecasted)
gasoline retail sales rate, which is used for ordering and
determining the desired amount of inventory to keep. The
forecast technique is assumed to be a first-order exponential
smoothing.
Perceived Crude Oil Usage Rate= INTEG (Change in Perceived Crude Oil Usage
Rate, Desired Refining Start Rate)
Units: Gallons/Week
Perceived Crude Oil Usage Rate is the oil company's perception
about the raw material usage rate. It is adjusted by comparing
current perception of raw material usage rate with the desired
refining start rate.
Perceived Retail Demand= INTEG (Change in Perceived Retail Demand, Indicated
Retailer Order Rate)
Units: Gallons/Week
Perceived Retail Demand is a wholesaler's perceived retail
demand, which is used for ordering and determining the amount of
desired inventory to keep. The forecast technique is assumed to
be a first-order
exponential smoothing.
Perceived Wholesale Demand= INTEG (Change in Perceived Wholesale Demand,
Indicated Wholesale Order Rate)
Units: Gallons/Week
Perceived Wholesale Demand is the oil company's perception about
wholesale demand, which is used for determining the desired
level of inventory and planning for refining production to meet
the perceived wholesale demand. The forecast technique is
assumed to be a first-order exponential smoothing.
Production Cycle Time=3
Units: Weeks
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Production Cycle Time represents the time required to turn the
raw material (crude oil) into finish products. It is assumed to
be 3 weeks.
"Refinery #789 Inventory"= INTEG (Gasoline Production Rate-Shipment Rate to
Other Wholesalers-"Shipment Rate to Wholesaler #456"-Refinery Explosion
Outflow 2,Desired Production Inventory)
Units: Gallons
Refinery #789 Inventory represents the finish products that the
oil company stores in the refinery #789. The inventory will
increase
when receiving
finish
products from the factory
and
will decrease when shipping out the products to wholesalers.
Refinery Desired Inventory Coverage=4
Units: Week
Refinery Desired Inventory Coverage is the amount of inventory
that the oil company would keep in the distribution center and
it is usually depending on the production plans from the
refinery and the safety stock the oil company desired to carry.
A typical oil company may hold an inventory amount about 4 weeks.
Refinery Explosion Outflow l=IF THEN ELSE(Refinery Explosion Switch,
(Oil in
Refinery/TIME STEP)*PULSE(Explosion Start Time, Explosion Damage Duration
Time), 0)
Units: Gallons/Week
Refinery Explosion Outflow 1 is an artificial outflow that
drains the WIP inventory from the refinery instantaneously when
an explosion occurs in the refinery.
Refinery Explosion Outflow 2=IF THEN ELSE(Refinery Explosion Switch,
("Refinery #789 Inventory"/TIME STEP) *PULSE(Explosion Start
Time, Explosion
Damage Duration Time), 0)
Units: Gallons/Week
Refinery Explosion Outflow 2 is an artificial outflow that
drains the finishing gasoline inventory from the refinery
instantaneously when an explosion occurs in the refinery.
Refinery Explosion Switch=0
Units: Dmnl
When Refinery Explosion Switch is
1 it
signals
there
is
an
explosion occurred in the refinery and there will be no
production capacity and services available to the supply chain
from the refinery. The default value is 0, which means there is
no explosion.
Refinery Production Gap=Expected Refinery Production Level-Refinery
Production Level
Units: 1/Week
Refinery Production Level=Crude Oil Refining Start Rate/Max(0.1,Desired
Refining Start Rate)/Time Interval
Units: 1/Week
Refinery Production Level is a metric used to measure the
refinery production variation. It is the ratio of Crude Oil
Refining Start
Rate over Desired Refining Start
Rate.
Refinery Service Gap=Expected Refinery Service Level-Refinery Service Level
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Units:

1/Week

Refinery Service Level="Shipment Rate to Wholesaler #456"/Max(0.1,"Desired
Order Rate from Wholesaler #456")/Time Interval
Units: 1/Week
Refinery Service Level is a metric used to measure the refinery
service variation. It is the ratio of Shipment Rate to
Wholesaler #456 over Desired Order Rate from Wholesaler #456.
Refining Plan Processing Time=0.5
Units: Week
Refining Plan Processing Time is the time that
needs to process a new refining plan. It
finishing up existing process, adjusting
and preparing to routing to the storage,
3 to 4 days, sometimes even over a week.

that the refinery
typically involves
new process settings,
and so on and may take
Set to be 0.5 week.

Refining Process Adjustment=(Desired WIP for Refining-Reported WIP in
Refinery) /Time to Adjust Refining Process
Units: Gallons/Week
Refining Process Adjustment represents
the adjustment of the
production schedule so as to manage the work-in-progress
inventory
in
the refinery.
The adjustment is
based on the
desired level of work-in-progress inventory and the reported (or
perceived) work-in-progress inventory in the refinery.
Refining Process Adjustment Delay=0.5
Units: Week
Refining Process Adjustment Delay is the time that a refinery
takes to report its work-in-progress inventory. It is typically
once or twice a week. Set to be 0.5 week.
Reported Adjustment for Amount of Oil in Tanker=SMOOTH(IF THEN
ELSE(ABS(Adjustment for Amount of Oil in Tanker) >= Maximum Adjustment for
Oil in Tanker, Maximum Adjustment for Oil in Tanker, Adjustment for Amount of
Oil in Tanker), Oil in Tanker Adjustment Reporting Delay)
Units: Gallons/Week
Reported Adjustment for Amount of Oil in Tanker represents the
aggregated amount of oil in tanker from all the tankers. It is
usually reported with a administrative delay.
Reported Gasoline Product Inventory=SMOOTH("Refinery #789 Inventory",
Gasoline Product Adjustment Reporting Delay)
Units: Gallons
Reported Gasoline Product Adjustment is the reported (or
perceived) amount of gasoline inventory at the distribution
center of the oil company. The oil company uses this reported
inventory
to determined how much production is required
to meet
the desired inventory level.
"Reported Inventory
for
Wholesaler #456"=SMOOTH("Wholesaler #456 Inventory",
Wholesaler Inventory Adjustment Reporting Delay)
Units: Gallons
Reported Adjustment of Inventory for Wholesaler #456 is the
reported amount of inventory of wholesaler #456. It represents
that there is delay in the reporting system and, therefore, the
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wholesaler make decisions based on the reported inventory
instead the actual inventory. Typically, a wholesaler will check
and report its inventory once or twice a week.
Reported Oil in Tanker=SMOOTH(Oil In Tanker, Oil in Tanker Inventory
Reporting Delay
Units: Gallons
Reported Oil in Tanker represents the reported (or perceived)
amount of oil in tankers. It typically involves a reporting (and
administrative) delay.
Reported Oil in Terminal=SMOOTH(Oil in Terminal, Oil in Terminal Inventory
Reporting Delay)
Units: Gallons
Reported Oil Inventory
in Terminal Adjustment represents
the
reported (or perceived) amount of oil in terminal. It usually
includes reporting (administrative) delay.
Reported Retailer
Inventory=SMOOTH("Gas Station
#123", Retailer
Inventory
Adjustment Reporting Delay)
Units: Gallons
Reported Adjustment for Retailer Inventory is the reported
amount of inventory adjustment for gas station #123. Typically,
a gas station will check its inventory at the end of a day and
report it to the wholesaler.
Reported WIP in Refinery=SMOOTH( Oil in Refinery, Refining Process Adjustment
Delay)
Units: Gallons
Reported Refining Process Adjustment is the reported (or
perceived) amount of work-in-progress inventory.
The oil
company
used this reported amount along with the desired refining
production plan to determine what the production start rate
should be.
Retail Sales Rate Adjustment=Table
Retail Sales Rate/Consumer Demand

for Retail Sales Rate Adjustment(Maximum

Units: Dmnl
Retail Sales Rate Adjustment is a dimensionless variable, which
is used to adjust for the actual sales rate based on the existing
inventory at a gas station. When the consumer demand is high
(but less than the maximum sales rate), the consumer demand can
only be fulfilled
partially.
On the other
hand, when the
consumer demand is low, the consumer demand can be satisfied
close to the maximum rate.
Retailer Desired Inventory=Perceived Consumer Demand*Retailer Desired
Inventory Coverage
Units: Gallons
Retailer Desired Inventory is the amount of gasoline the
retailer desired to have. It is usually related to several
factors, such as the forecast consumer demand, the replenishment
frequency and the amount of safety stock desired, and so on.
Retailer Desired Inventory Coverage=1
Units: Week
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Desired Retailer Inventory Coverage is the days of inventory
that a gasoline retailer would keep at a gas station and it is
usually depending on the frequency of replenishment from the
wholesale and the safety stock the retailer desired to carry. A
typical gas station may have the tanker trucks for refill every
3 to 4 days. It is then set to be a week by including the
desired amount of safety stock.
Retailer Inventory Adjustment Reporting Delay=0.142857
Units: Week
Retailer Inventory Adjustment Reporting Delay is the time that a
retailer takes to report its inventory. It is typically 24 hour

(=0.142857 week)
Retailer Inventory Adjustment Time=1

Units: Week
Retailer Inventory Adjustment Time represents the frequency that
the retail gas station checks and adjusts its inventory. It is
assumed to be 1 week.
Retailer Order Delay=0.142857
Units: Week
Retailer Order Delay represents the administrative delay in
placing a retailer order. It is assume to be one day (=0.142857
week).
Retailer Order Processing Time=0.142857
Units: Week
Retailer Order Processing Time is the time
needs to process a retailer's order.

that a wholesaler
It is assumed to be 24 hour

(=0.142857 week).
Retailer Service Gap=Expected Retailer Service Level-Retailer Service Level
Units: 1/Week
Retailer Service Gap is the gap between the desired retailer
service level and the actual service level.
Retailer Service Level=Gasoline Retail Sales Rate/Max(0.1,Consumer
Demand)/Time Interval
Units: 1/Week
Retailer Service Level is a metric used to measure the retailer
service variation. It is the ratio of Gasoline Retail Sales
Rate over Consumer Demand.
SAVEPER
= TIME STEP
Units: Week
The frequency with which output is stored.
Shipment Rate to Other Wholesalers=(1-"Fraction to Wholesaler
#456")*"Shipment Rate to Wholesaler #456"/"Fraction
to Wholesaler #456"
Units: Gallons/Week
Shipment Rate to Other Wholesalers represents the overall
shipment rate from the wholesaler less the shipment rate to
Wholesaler #456. Assume that all the wholesalers are subject to
the same demand pattern from their retailers.
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"Shipment Rate to Wholesaler #456"=DELAYl("Indicated Order Rate from
Wholesaler #456", Wholesaler Order Processing Time)*Gasoline Product
Distribution Rate Adjustment
Units: Gallons/Week
Shipment Rate to Wholesaler #456 represents the shipping rate
from the oil company to wholesaler #456. It is based on the
indicated order rate from wholesaler #456 and the adjustment of
the oil company's order processing capacity, which is Gasoline
Product Distribution Rate Adjustment.
"Supply Shortage
Units: Dmnl
"Supply Shortage
short.

(Pulse)"=0

"Supply Shortage

(Step)"=0

(Pulse)"

is

the amount of oil

supply

falls

Units: Dmnl
the amount of oil
"Supply Shortage (Step)" is
due to a step change.

supply fall

short

Supply Shortage Duration=0
Units: Week
Supply Shortage Duration is the time period that the oil supply
shortage occurs.
"Supply Shortage Start Time (Step)"=0
Units: Week
the
Time (Step)" is
Supply Shortage Start
in oil supply occurs.
Time (Pulse)"=0
"Supply Shortage Start
Units: Week
Time (Pulse)" is
"Supply Shortage Start
the oil supply shortage occurs.

time that

the

the beginning

shortfall

time when

Switch for Crude Oil Supply Regulators=0
Units: Dmnl
Switch for Crude Oil Supply Regulators is used to turn on and off (defalut)
the regulators in the crude oil supply subsystems. (for SyncRTISO2).
Switch for Refinery Regulators=O
Units: Dmnl
Switch for Refinery Regulators is used to turn on and off
subsystems.
in the refinery
the
regulators
(defalut)
Table

for

Distribution

(for

Sync0l)

Sales Rate Adjustment([(0,0)-

2,1)], (0,0), (0.2,0.2), (0.4,0.4), (0.6,0.6), (0.8,0.73), (1,0.85), (1.2,0.93), (1.4
,0.97), (1.6,0.99), (1.8,1), (2,1), (2,1))
Units: Dmnl
Assume that when the retailer orders increase and approach the
maximum wholesale distribution sales rate, the actual shipment
rate to retailers drops to a fraction of the maximum wholesale
distribution sales rate. \!\!
Table for Gasoline Product Distribution Rate Adjustment([(0,0)-

(2,1)], (0,0), (0.2, 0.2), (0.4,0.4), (0.6,0.6), (0.8,0.73), (1,0.85), (1.2,0.93), (1.
4,0.97), (1.6,0.99), (1.8,1), (2,1),(2,1))
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Units:
Dmnl
Assume that when the wholesale orders increase and approach the
maximum production distribution rate of the oil company, the
actual shipment rate to wholesalers drops to a fraction of the
oil company's maximum production distribution rate.\!\!
Table

for Oil Usage Ratio([(0,0)-

(2,1)1, (0,0), (0.2,0.2), (0.4,0.4), (0.6,0.58), (0.8,0.73), (1,0.85), (1.2,0.93), (1
.4,0.97), (1.6,0.99), (1.8,1), (2,1), (2,1))
Units: Dmnl
Table for Oil Usage Ratio is used to describe how the desired
production rate is adjusted with the physical limitations of
crude oil retrival for refining. When the desired production
start rate is higher than the limitation of the material usage
rate, the desired product start rate will be compromised.
Table for Retail Sales

Rate Adjustment(

[(0,0)(2,1)], (0,0), (0.2,0.2), (0.4,0.4), (0.6,0.6), (0.8,0.75),
4,0.97),(1.6,0.99),(1.8,1),(2,1),(2,1))

(1,0.85), (1.2,0.93), (1.

Units: Dmnl
Assume that when the consumer demand increases and approaches
the maximum retail sales rate, the (wait) time spending at a gas
station also increases and the actual sales rate drops to a
fraction of the maximum retail sales rate. Also assume that when
the consumer demand is low, the actual sales rate is close to
the maximum sales rate.
Test Input=Initial Gasoline Retail Sales Rate*(l+STEP(Demand Step
Height,Demand Step Start Time)+Demand Pulse Height*PULSE(Demand Pulse Start
Time, Demand Pulse Duration))
Units: Gallons/Week
Test Input is a variable used to form test input patterns for
explore the behavior of the model.
Time Interval=1
Units: Week
Time Interval is the unit for time used in this simulation.
0.125
TIME STEP
Units: Week
The time step for the

simulation.

Time to Adjust Oil in Tanker=4
Units: Week
Time to Adjust Oil in Tanker represents the frequency that the
oil company checks and adjusts the supply line inventory.
assumed to be 4 weeks.
Time to Adjust Oil Inventory=4
Units: Week
Time to Adjust Oil Inventory represents how often that the oil
company checks and adjusts the oil inventory in terminal.
assumed to be 4 weeks.
Time to Adjust Refining Process=3
Units: Week
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It

is

It is

Time to Adjust Refining Process represents how often the oil
company adjusts its production schedule . Assume the oil company
revises its production schedule every 3 weeks.
Time to Update Perceived Consumer Demand=2
Units: Week
A wholesaler checks the inventory of each gas station in the
network via a computer dial-up link daily. Assume that it takes
about 2 weeks to change the perception of consumer demand.
Time to Update Perceived Crude Oil Usage
Units: Weeks
Time to Update Perceived Crude Oil Usage
the oil company to notice and take
perceived raw material usage rate.
weeks.

Rate=8
Rate is the time for
action about the change in
It is assumed to be about 4

Time to Update Perceived Retail Demand=16
Units: Weeks
Time to Update Perceived Retailer Demand represents the time
required for a wholesaler to changes the perception of retailer
demand. It is assumed Time to Update Gasoline Retail Sales Rate

is 16 weeks.
Time to Update Perceived Wholesale Demand=32
Units: Weeks
Time to Update Perceived Wholesale Demand represents the time
required for the oil company to changes its perception of
wholesalers' demand. It is assumed Time to Update Perceived
Wholesale Demand is 32 weeks.
Retailer
"Indicated
#123"=DELAY1(
"Wholesale Gasoline Shipment to Gas Station
Order Processing
#123", Retailer
Order Rate from Gas Station
Time)*Distribution Sales Rate Adjustment
Units: Gallons/Week
Gasoline Distribution Rate represents the shipping rate of the
wholesale gasoline to gas station #123. It is based on the
indicated retail order rate from gas station #123 and the
adjustment of the wholesaler' order processing capacity, which
adjustment.
rate
sales
distribution
the
is
to Gas Station
Wholesale Gasoline Shipment to Other Gas Stations=(I-"Fraction
to Gas
#123"/"Fraction
#123")*"Wholesale Gasoline Shipment to Gas Station
Station #123"
Units: Gallons/Week
Wholesale Gasoline Shipment to Other Gas Stations represents the
overall shipment rate from the wholesaler less the shipment rate
to Gas Station #123. Assume that all the gas stations are
same demand pattern.
to the
subject
"Wholesaler #456 Inventory"= INTEG (-"Wholesale Gasoline Shipment to Gas
#123"-Wholesale Gasoline Shipment to Other Gas Stations+"Shipment
Station
Wholesaler #456")
Inventory for
Rate to Wholesaler #456", "Desired Distributor
Units: Gallons
Wholesaler #456 Inventory stock represents the inventory at a
gasoline distribution center. The inventory will increase when
receiving the gasoline from the refinery and will decrease when
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shipping out from the distribution center to retailers.
Wholesaler Desired Inventory Coverage=

2
Units: Week
Wholesaler Desired Inventory Coverage is the amount of inventory
that a gasoline wholesale would keep in the wholesale storage
and it is usually depending on the frequency of replenishment
from the refinery and the safety stock the wholesaler desired to
carry. A typical wholesaler may hold an inventory amount about 2
weeks.
Wholesaler Inventory Adjustment Reporting Delay=0.5
Units: Week
Wholesaler Inventory Adjustment Reporting Delay is the time that
a wholesaler takes to report its inventory. It is assume to be

0.5 week.
Wholesaler Inventory Adjustment Time=2

Units: Week
Wholesaler Inventory Adjustment Time is the frequency that the
It
is
assume
adjusts
the wholesale inventory.
wholesaler
once every two weeks.
Wholesaler Order Delay=0.5
Units: Week
Wholesaler Order Delay represents the administrative delay in
placing a wholesale order. It is assume to be 3 to 4 day
0.5 week)

to

be

(i.e.

Wholesaler Order Processing Time=0.142857
Units: Week
Wholesaler Order Processing Time is the time that the oil
company needs to process a wholesaler's order. It is typically

within 24 hour

(=0.142857 week).

Wholesaler Service Gap=Expected Wholesaler Service Level-Wholesaler Service

Level
Units:

1/Week

Level="Wholesale Gasoline Shipment to Gas Station
Wholesaler Service
#123")/Time
Order Rate from Gas Station
#123"/Max(0.1,"Desired Retail
Interval
Units: 1/Week
Wholesaler Service Level is a metric used to measure the
wholesaler
service
variation.
the ratio
of Wholesale
It
is
Gasoline Shipment to Gas Station #123 over Desired Retail Order
Rate from Gas Station #123.
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